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LIST OF SYMBOLS 
2 A Area, cm 
BPOSIT Position of blood under surface, cm. 
Cp Heat capacity, cal/g °C 
CB Convective effect of blood flow, cal/sec 
OCR Surface heat loss by conduction, convection, radiation 
cal/sec 
E Evaporative heat loss, cal/sec 
FACTOR Blood flow rate factor, dimensionless 
H 
2  Heat transfer coefficient, cal/cm sec°C 
k Thermal conductivity, cal/cm sec°C 
L Length, cm 
M 
3 
Metabolic heat generation, cal/cm sec 
Qr Heat flow through a boundary at r, cal/sec 
r Radius, cm 
R Geometric average of bounding radii r, cm 
RESP Respiration heat effect, cal/sec 
sw Heat lost through sweating, cal/sec 
T Temperature, °C 
V 
3 
Volume, cm 
w Flow rate of blood, ml/sec 
3 Correction to heat transfer coefficient, dimensionless 
£ Emissivity, dimensionless 
P Density, g/ml 
a  Stephan-Boltzman constant, 1.355x10 cal/sec cm^ °K 
iv 
Subscripts : 
b Blood 
c Core, central region 
m Middle, muscle region 
s Surface, skin region 
ss Superficies 
rad Radiation 
con Convection and conduction 
1 Head core 
2 Head muscle 
3 Head skin 
4 Thorax core 
5 Thorax muscle 
6 Thorax skin 
7 Abdomen core 
8 Abdomen muscle 
9 Abdomen skin 
10 Thigh muscle 
11 Thigh skin 
12 Leg muscle 
13 Leg skin 
14 Foot muscle 
15 Foot skin 
16 Arm muscle 
17 Arm skin 
Forearm muscle 
Forearm skin 
Hand muscle 
Hand skin 
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INTRODUCTION 
The grand necessity, then, for our bodies is to 
keep warm, to keep the vital heat in us. Thoreau 
Temperature regulation of an animal falls naturally into 
two broad categories - behavioral and physiological. Manifesta­
tions of behavioral temperature regulation are familiar to 
everyone. We wear heavy clothes in winter, and search out 
shade, cool breezes, or air conditioning in the summer. The 
behavioral system encompasses voluntary responses to an 
incredible array of input variables, and serves as a coarse 
control system to keep the body within a range which can be 
controlled by the fine, involuntary, physiological control 
system. It is the physiological control system which is 
amenable to the mathematical modelling process, and the only 
one considered subsequently. 
It should be emphasized that a thermoregulatory model is 
a tool, useful only to a point. Its function is to concisely 
correlate facts we already know and to indicate areas of 
deficiency of understanding. To be useful over a period of 
time, a model requires comparison and interaction with the 
subject or process it represents, and as increasingly subtle 
characteristics of the subject or process become explained by 
the model, new tests must be devised. 
The thermoregulatory system is but one of several control 
systems functioning simultaneously within the body, all of 
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which interact more or less vigorously. To discuss thermo­
regulation without considering circulation, respiration, 
digestion, activity, circadian variation, etc., is to over­
simplify the situation, under some and often uncertain 
circumstances to an intolerable extent. The present alternative 
to complete dispair is to allow the standard and elusive assump­
tion: "all other things being held constant." It must be 
recognized that this is a considerably more stringent assump­
tion when applied to living organisms than to most other 
physical and chemical processes. 
The present study represents an effort to describe thermo­
regulation in an intact human, resting in a water bath in a 
fairly comfortable temperature range. The body is represented 
by sections having an intuitive correspondence to different 
tissue types and formations, and blood flow is allowed to 
appear explicitly as the major factor in heat transfer that it 
is. A set of equations is derived describing temperature in 
the sections, and the computer program is included which was 
used to solve the equations, and which may easily be modified 
to allow for other assumptipns. Several examples of calcula­
tions made with the model are presented, indicating its present 
state of evolution and showing where more extensive development 
may be necessary. 
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE ON PREVIOUS MODELS 
From 1950 to 1960 several models were proposed for the 
human thermal regulatory system (32, 52, 57, 59). These were 
physical analog models - the analogies between flow of heat 
and electric current were used to construct an electrical 
circuit. The circuit became the model representing the body. 
The approach was not very successful. The heat storage of the 
body was represented by a capacitor, and large values of capac­
itance were needed. Large capacitors are expensive, so the 
models were quite simple and inflexible. 
Since 1960 several mathematical analog models have been 
constructed. The equations for heat flow have been written 
and solved by various methods. In the general plan of attack, 
the body is divided into annular layers corresponding to the 
various tissue types. Some modelers then assume that heat 
transfer between layers is limited by a conductance, in strict 
analogy with current flow between capacitors, and treat the 
problem from a current flow viewpoint. Others discuss the 
model in terms of heat flow between layers, or in terms of heat 
flow within a solid with spatially varying characteristics. 
After the equations have been derived, they are usually suf­
ficiently complex to require solution by either analog or 
digital machine computation. 
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The first proposed simulation by analog computer was by 
Wyndham and Atkins (58) in 1960. They treated the body as a 
single cylinder of three layers - a core composed of internal 
organs, brain, and skeleton, a middle layer of muscle, fat, 
and subcutaneous tissue, and a skin layer l/2mm. thick. The 
difference equations used to approximate the spatial component 
of the heat conduction equations were based on a logarithmic 
difference between boundaries of the layers, with separate 
equations for the center line and the surface. They proposed 
that numerical values could be assigned to the parameters by 
comparing predictions with actual data on a human, but did not 
do so. 
The Brown model (8) was based on a single cylinder of 
four layers. These were a core layer, a somatic muscle layer, 
a subcutaneous layer, and skin. The variation in convective 
blood flow between layers was considered by discrete steps in 
the value of conductance. An early version used three steps, 
but a fourth step was added later (9). In the early model, 
control was proportional to core and surface deviations from a 
set point, weighted so that the core temperature was 20 times 
as important as surface temperature deviation. In the later 
version derivative control was added for the skin layer devia­
tion. Parameters were determined from data on cyclic thermal 
stress during cold water immersion. Evaporative losses were 
thus eliminated, and surface and ambient temperatures were set 
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equal. The model was used to predict survival times with the 
subject in an unventilated antiexposure flying suit, to both 
cold water immersion and to the comfortable conditions, 
Crosbie et al. (15) proposed a model composed of a three-
layered flat slab. The layers roughly corresponded to viscera, 
muscle, and skin, and were assigned metabolism and variable 
metabolism on that basis. The ratio of the layer thickness was 
4:2:1, and "The thickness of the model was chosen [as 5.6 cm] 
on the basis of physiological data in the steady state to give 
a temperature difference between core and skin sufficient to 
have a linear temperature gradient which when multiplied by 
1.1 mcal/cm/sec/°C (the specific thermal conductivity of wet 
tissue) will equal the basal metabolism." The regulated 
temperature, called ATg, was an average weighted by the mass 
of each layer. A variable conductance between layers accounted 
for convective blood flow, depending on both average temperature 
and rate of change of average temperature. Evaporative losses 
4 
were set proportional to AT^ and ATg, the proportionality 
factors weighted by exercise level. Selected data were compared 
with predicted values for subjects going rapidly from one set 
of ambient conditions to another. 
The Smith model (43) showed some improvement in physical 
similarity with the body. There were six segments of the body: 
two upper extremities, two lower extremities, a head, and a 
trunk. These were connected by the blood flow from the heart-
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lung system, around which a heat balance was written. Each 
segment was composed of a core of muscle and bone, a middle 
layer of subcutaneous tissue, and a surface layer of skin. 
For some situations a fourth layer was added (44) to represent 
a layer of dead skin. Counter current heat exchange within a 
segment was considered by an adjustable parameter. Surface 
blood flow, sweat rate, and shivering were regulated by pro­
portional plus derivative control, with deviations from a 
combination of hypothalamic and skin temperature. There were 
12 adjustable parameters in :he final model, which allowed 
simulation of temperatures and heart rates for men in hot 
environments with alternate work and rest periods. 
Wissler produced two models. The first (54) was composed 
of six cylinders, in the same? arrangement as used by Smith. 
Axial independence of temperature was assumed, but radial 
dependence was retained, so that a partial differential equation 
resulted. This was solved by Hankel transforms, requiring 
machine computation to evaluate eigenvalues. This model allowed 
analytical solutions for steady state and transient conditions 
with sufficiently restricted assumptions on metabolic heat 
generation and blood flows. The improved model (55, 56) con­
sisted of the head, thorax, abdomen, and limbs, each limb being 
divided into three segments. Heat balances were drawn around 
the tissues in each segment and around the blood in the 
arteries and the veins of each segment. Radial dependence of 
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temperature was again retained, but the equations were solved 
numerically by dividing each cylinder into 15 layers. This 
allowed more complicated variations in regional metabolic rate 
and blood flow. A sufficient number of parameters remained 
unknown and hence adjustable to fit some data of Cooper (13) 
on forearm immersion. 
The Stolwijk and Hardy study (45, 46) is perhaps more 
extensively documented than the other models discussed here. 
Using a three-layered cylinder to represent the trunk, and two 
two-layered cylinders to represent the head and the extremities, 
they recorded all assumptions used to obtain constants in their 
equations. Heat flux between layers was approximated by dif­
ference equations. The equations were programmed on an analog 
computer. A rather complicated proportional control system was 
based on the product of deviations from a head core and average 
muscle and average skin,temperatures. The model described a 
variety of experiments including exposure to cyclically varying 
air temperatures, shivering, the ice-cream experiment of 
Benzinger (5), and experimental fever induction. 
A recent model by Cornew, Houk, and Stark (14) assumes a 
single cylinder of "shoulder height and waist-like girth," 
divided into three layers. The various layers are described in 
terms of electrical components. Within each layer capacitors 
represent heat storage, generators represent metabolic processes, 
resistance represents limitations to flow from adjacent layers. 
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Equivalent electrical circuits were hypothesized and analyzed 
mathematically, assuming all thermal control was due to vaso­
motor action, and flow was directly proportional to error in 
core temperature. They predicted the effect on temperature of 
disturbances in the absence of vasomotor control. They con­
cluded that the thermal control system was extremely stable, 
but apparently had no precise reference temperature. 
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DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL 
Verbal Description of the Model 
The present model used in this work consists of 15 
cylinders, arranged as shown in Figure 1. Each limb is 
represented by three cylinders, corresponding to the proximal, 
medial, and distal portions. The head is represented by a 
single cylinder, the trunk by two cylinders representing the 
thorax and the abdomen. These latter three cylinders each have 
three layers: a core layer representing viscera or brain, a 
middle layer representing skeletal muscle and bone, and a 
surface layer representing skin and subcutaneous fat. The 
cylinders representing the extremities are each two-layered: 
a central layer of muscle and bone and a surface layer of skin 
and subcutaneous fat. In this paper, core layer will refer to 
the central layer in the three-layered cylinders only. The 
central layer in the extremities will be referred to as the 
muscle layer. 
The core layers are portions where the basal, non-varying 
metabolic processes occur. Muscle layers are assigned a 
minimum metabolism, and a variable increase# metabolism due to 
movement of the body. Surface layers are assumed to have a 
small basal metabolism. 
Heat transfer between layers in individual cylinders 
occurs partly by conduction, but considerable transfer is by 
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• 
Figure 1. Diagram of the model 
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convective blood flow. This convective blood flow is also 
responsible for all heat transfer between cylinders. In the 
core regions, blood requirements are assumed constant. The 
flow to muscle regions is variable, a minimum constant amount 
necessary for basal requirements and a varying amount needed 
to supply nourishment for the working muscle. The skin layers 
also have a small basal requirement, but they have a widely 
variable flow for convecting heat from the deeper layers to 
the surface where it may be lost to the environment. Blood 
supply to the surface layers is independent of muscular require­
ments, as shown by Edholm (19). The supply to surface layers 
in excess of metabolic needs is dependent only on cooling 
requirements, and varies to a maximum value which is many times 
the minimum value. This surface supply returns via surface 
veins from the extremities to the core layers. 
It is well known that counter-current heat exchange 
occurs between the arteries and veins in the extremities (42). 
The arrangement of large vessels in close proximity allows the 
body to conserve heat centrally by reducing the losses to the 
environment by decreased temperature in the extremities. There 
is alternate venous return by more distant vessels lying close 
to the surface, which allows maximum heat dissipation during 
times of heat stress. 
The present model does not explicitly consider counter-
current exchange between vessels. Blood flow conditions 
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through all sections are assumed to be such that the blood 
leaving au element is at the same temperature as the elei=.ent 
for the non-surface layers. As Brown points out (8), this is 
a much less stringent assumption than that of blood and tissue 
temperature equality. By dividing the limbs into several 
sections, features of counter-current exchange are retained 
without introducing new artificial parameters to the system. 
For blood going to and from the surface layers, however, 
it is not reasonable to assume equality between mass average 
temperature of the surface layer, which includes both skin and 
subcutaneous fat, and blood flowing through the layer, since 
the superficial vessels lie mostly above the fatty tissue. To 
allow for blood flow effects, the vessels are assumed to lie 
at a uniform depth beneath the skin surface, and to be at a 
temperature predicted by a linear temperature gradient near 
the surface. 
Mathematical Description of the Model 
The system may be described by equations of the first 
order in time by eliminating the space variable. All ths 
tissue within a layer of a cylinder is considered to be at the 
same temperature, the mass-average temperature. 
A heat balance on the core of a single cylinder may be 
written 
VcPCp 3E = -Or + CB + M (1) 
c 
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For the muscle layer 
at = Or - 0; + CB + M (2) 
c m 
And for the surface 
V p C  ^  = Q  + C B + M + E +  C C R  ( 3 )  
P m 
Q^, the heat flow through any surface in the cylinder, 
may be represented precisely by 
3T Qr = -2urLk = -2nLk 91nr (4) 
This may be written in finite difference form. If is 
the geometric average radius of the ith layer (i.e., divides 
th 
the layer into two equal volumes) then the flow to the i 
S t 
layer from the i + 1 layer is given by % • K 
If the thermal conductivity of the layers is not equal, 
an average may be defined by 
(mass of 1)X + (mass of 2)x k2 
^avg ~ (mass of 1) + (mass of 2) 
Consider the surface temperature used to obtain the heat 
loss to the environment from the surface layer. A temperature 
representing the average for the surface layer of a cylinder 
will not be the same as the temperature at the surface for a 
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layer of finite thickness. But, since the experimentally 
determined heat transfer coefficient is calculated from the 
measured surface temperature, it is necessary to obtain an 
estimate of the true surface (superficies) temperature from 
the average temperature in the surface layer. 
By assuming the existence of a thin shell on the surface 
of the cylinder, as in Figure 2, and allowing this shell to 
become vanishingly small, we can obtain a relationship between 
superficies temperature and average temperature of the surface 
layer, as follows: 
A heat balance on the thin surface layer of thickness 5r 
dT T_ - T 
ZnrggrLpCp = 2T:r Lkr-^ ^ 2Tr(r^+Ôr)Lh{T ^-T,) (7) 
-R = 
S 
and, if 6r 0, the left hand side must approach 0 since the 
derivative is always bounded with the possible exception of the 
single point zero in time. This gives, upon rearrangement of 
the terms on the right hand side. 
It is convenient to define 3 as 
3 = ^ (9) 
Thus, 3 may be considered a correction term depending on the 
Nusselt number and the relative thickness of the outer layer. 
15 
.5r 
'4 
-R-*! 
hr_ 
m 
tR_ 
IW IW—* 
m 
w w  w w w  
Figure 2. A cylinder 
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The surface loss term by radiation, conduction, and convection 
then becomes 
CCR = -2nrgLhB(Tg - T^) (10) 
The h in Equation 10 combines the usual convective heat 
loss with the radiative heat loss. The net heat flux at a 
surface due to radiation is usually written in the engineering 
literature as 
9rad = 
By analogy with the definition of a convective heat transfer 
coefficient, a radiant heat transfer coefficient is immediately 
defined as 
hfad = cot?: + (12) 
For small differences between surface temperature and 
wall temperature it is common practice to use a mean tempera­
ture. .Then a defining equation for the radiant heat transfer 
coefficient is 
The total heat transfer coefficient is thus 
h = hcon + '^rad 'l*' 
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The convective effects of blood flow may be given quite 
simply for the i^^ layer by 
CB. = Î w.(pCp)i^(T.-T^) (15) 
Where the summation is over all the j flows which enter the 
i^^ layer, and Tj^ is the temperature of the layer the blood 
was in immediately preceding its entrance into the i^^ layer. 
The terms containing reference to the temperature of 
blood in the surface layers require additional elucidation. 
It is assumed that the temperature profile near the surface is 
linear, and that the blood is at the temperature indicated by 
a position slightly below the surface, say, BPOSIT. Thus, the 
temperature of the blood in a surface layer is given by 
r - BPOSIT 
Tb = Ts + r - R (Tss -
S s 
and, naturally, conservation principles require that this same 
temperature must be used in calculating convection to the 
surface layer. 
Thus armed, equations may be derived for each of the 
cylinders representing body segments. The equations are quite 
similar to each other, with the main difference being the con­
vective blood flow pattern. For this reason, it is appropriate 
to derive the equations for the more general case of a single 
three-layered cylinder, and to state any deviations from the 
more general equations. 
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Consider the three-layered cylinder as shown in Figure 2. 
The three layers are bounded by r , r , r , and each has a 
c m s  
geometric center R^, R^, which divides the layer into two 
equal volumes. 
A heat balance on the core layer gives 
dT T -T 
VcPCp af = + £ w. (PC ) (VT^)+V^(M+AM) (17) 
m c 1 
where Z w\(pCp)^(T^-T^) is a general term that considers all 
blood flow, and T^ is the temperature of the section the blood 
was in last, and the whole term will be resolved later for each 
individual section. Dividing by V pC gives 
c p 
M + A M U  
For the middle layer, the same procedure gives 
k Tc-?m ^ k 
r l -x l  V=^c fZ-fZ "S 
m c m c 
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For the surface layer 
at rZ.fZ PC V^s P% b 
S m 
s he (T _T ) + (20) 
r^-rZ P=p ® ^ ^sP'^p "% 
S m jr E-
This is the general form for the equations for the three 
layered regions. Those for the two layered regions are 
identical except the equation for the muscle, central, layer 
is of the same form as the core equation above, and the core 
equation is absent. By merely including the proper blood flow 
terms by extensive reference to the postulated flow patterns 
shown in Figure 1, the equations for the entire body may 
easily be written. 
Head 
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2-^1 k Tl-T; , k T3-T2 
r l - r l  PCp *2-*! r^-rj 
^b (T,-TO + ^ #15. + KESP 
V2 PCp 1 2' pCp VjPCp (22) 
^ 5?^ " ^  '^2-^3b> 
2^3 he 
4-4  
(T.-T,) + sw 
M_ 
VsPCp PC 
(23) 
T5-T4 w, pC_ pC, 
+ ^  ^  <V^4' + é ' V4> 
^4 ^5 ^4 ^4 ^ ^ ^4 P'^p 
w- pC w- pC w, pC 
+ ^  5^»= (T3b-T4l + v; (T5-T4) + ^  ^(15-14) 
w_ pC Wp pC Wq pC 
+ ^  5C^'=W7-^4' + v; 5C^'='V^4> + ^  ÏC^'^9b-^4' 
+ 
"10+"12+"14 ,„ „ , . "ll+"l3-^"l5 
VT + V, ^''•^llb-^4' 4 p 4 p 
+ ^'W4> 
21 
dT, 
dF 
2r, 
. k T4-T5 
2_ 2 pCp 
2r, k T6-T5 
r^-r^ ^6"^5 
Wr+Wg pC ML+AMp 
— ^  ^ (25) 
dTj 
dF 
.-fif ^  S * Ï 
'""G he ^ + *6 
rZ-r: PCp 6 a' VgpCp pC^ 
( 2 6 )  
Abdomen 
dTg ^ 2r^ k ^7"^8 ^^8 k ^9"^8 
at - r2_r2 PC, Rg-R? r2_r2 pC^ Rg-Rg 
Wn+Wq pC Mo+AM. 
(T,-T,) . (28) 
° r2-r| "% V«8 '' ^ 9 ^  ''^8'''^^' 
(T„-TJ 4. ^  ^ (29) 
.1-4 V=p "Cp 
22 
Thigh 
15 
^ Jl_ fib (T,-T ) + 
ac =^10 Hl- \0  ^10 "% " " 
w^ ^ pC 2IT*. 1 , Q 
' ^ '"lO-'^llb' - 7T?- A '^ll-^a> 
-LJ- P ^11 ^10 P 
M 
' (31) 
ViiPC PC 
Leg. 
^^12 ^  _2 k_ '^13"^12 
dt r^2 PCp ^13"^12 V 12 pC ^  ^'^10"'^12^ 
12  
(32) 
dT 13 2r 12 
dt 
-r2 
^13 12 
k ^12 *^13 
^13"^12 
*13 
V 13 pC ^  ^*^12 ^13b) 
sw 
Wic PC 
^ pCp" "l5b-'^13b> + V^^pCp 
M 13 
pC (33) 
23 
Foot 
^^14 ^  _2 k_ ^ 15"^14 W14.+W15 pC 
dt ri, pCp R15-R14 pCpb (T12-T14) 
^^15 ^  ^^14 k '^14"'^15 Yll f&h fT _T ^ 
' rZg-rZ, P=p *15-*14 ^15 "S 15%' 
IS hB (T _T ) + ™ (35) 
Arm 21 !i2:!ii âZi !f£b <.-T 
at PCp Rj,7-Ri6 V^g pCp '^4 16' 
dT 17 
dt 
_k_ ^ 16''^17 ^ "19+"21 !fEb _T , 
^17 P^D 
+ -^b (T, ,-T 
2r 
*17 PCp 16 ^17b 
) - 17 he (Tl7-Ta) 
sw 
M 17 
VivPCp pc 
(37) 
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Forearm 2i 
^ . ^^18 ^ ^ig-Tig + ^19 ffsb (T _T )  
rZg-rZg PCp «19-«18 ^19 "V " 
+ % % "21b-^19b> - ;%T- % (•^19-^a 
xy P ^19 ^18 P 
sw ^ ^ 19 
VigPCp PCp 
Hand 
îïii = -2- j£_ ^ 21"^20 "20+"21 ^  (T .-T ) 
at ^20 "% «21-^20 ^20 "V " 2° 
^ = ^^20 JL. ^20-^21 ^ ^ (T -T ) 
r2^-r2„ "S *21-%20 ^21 "% 20 21b 
'"'21 W (. -T ) +;^ +^"2A 
4r4o ''2l''Cp 0=p 
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Parameters used in the Model 
The acquisition of physical parameters which are necessary 
for a mathematical model of a living system is more difficult 
than might be supposed by the uninitiated. It seems no longer 
fashionable to take the sorts of data which are needed, and 
earlier data indicate insensitivity to the requirements of 
mathematical description. 
An indication of the problems involved is found by noting 
the widespread use of the data of Cooper (13). In this study, 
forearm dissection data were produced as a by-product in a 
study on blood flow distribution. Only the lower half of five 
forearms was examined, and the muscle, bone, skin, tendon, and 
fat proportions were determined. The data from this single 
study have been used by various model builders as representing 
the relative fractions of these quantities in the entire upper 
and lower limbs. It is hoped that this has not necessarily 
been because the builders believed these fractions to hold, 
but was necessary in lieu of any more reasonable data. 
In the present study, each segment of the body is repre­
sented by a cylinder having the same volume and surface area, 
disregarding the ends, as the body segment it represents. The 
volume of a layer within the cylinder is the same as the volume 
of each body component in -the body segment. These are uniquely 
obtained from geometric relationships. 
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Given the formula for the volume of a cylinder 
Trr^L = V (42) 
and surface area 
27rrL = A (43) 
we obtain, for the outer radius of each cylinder, 
r^ = 2V/A (43) 
The length is given by 
L = A^/4ttV (45) 
Surface areas were determined from the data of DuBois and 
DuBois (17), choosing three typical results and averaging them. 
These average values were then normalized to give a total 
The results are recorded in Table 1. 
Body volumes were measured by water displacement. Details 
of the method are recorded in Appendix A. With the precision 
inherent in this type of measurement, it is meaningless to give 
precise boundaries for the various segments. The neck was 
considered part of the thorax, i.e., not part of the head. The 
division between thorax and abdomen was the average level of 
the diaphragm, within estimation limitations. 
The average volumes for each segment for three typical 
nonpyknic young adult males is recorded in Table 2. These 
values can be compared with those quoted by Morris (35). For 
2 
surface area of 1.82 m , the accepted value for standard man. 
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Table 1. Surface area of body segments 
2 Segment Surface area, cm. 
Head 
Trunk (includes neck) 
Arms 
Hands 
Thighs 
Legs 
Feet 
Total 
1150 
6370 
2600 
950 
3540 
2340 
1250 
18200 
Table 2. Percentage volume of body segments 
Segment Volume percent 
Head 6.18 
Thorax 26.63 
Abdomen 25.99 
Arm 2.41 
Forearm 1.55 
Hand 0.55 
Thigh 11.01 
Leg 4.46 
Foot 1.07 
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the percentage volume of head and neck, upper extremities, 
trunk, and lower extremities, he lists 10, 9, 52, and 29 per­
cent, respectively. Summing the appropriate segments in this 
study gives 6.2, 9.0, 52.6, and 33.1 percent respectively. 
Considering that the neck is not included in the head segment 
in the present study, this is rather good agreement. 
There is a surprisingly severe deficit of data on the 
distribution of tissues within the body. Wilmer (53) lists 
an overall distribution for the adult human as follows; 3% 
nervous, 43% muscle, 25% skin and fat, 11% viscera, and 18% 
skeleton, all by weight. Allwood and Burry (1) report the 
following composition obtained from foot dissection; 41% skin 
and subcutaneous tissue, 16% deep fat and muscle, 43% bone, 
tendon, and ligament. Cooper et al. (13) report forearm 
composition of 16.6% skin and fat, 63.6% muscle, 19.8% bone 
and tendon. 
Data for parts of the body were obtained from a display 
of anatomical sections on loan from Loyola School of Medicine 
to the Museum of Science and Industry in Chicago. These 
sections are approximately 3/8 inch thick, preserved and 
mounted between glass plates. Those of present concern are 
transverse sections through the central portion of each segment 
of the limbs, and through five positions in the trunk. 
Photographs of these sections were made on 35 mm film 
from a distance of 22-24 inches. The portion of the negative 
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depicting the section was enlarged so that the photographs 
obtained were approximately 40% true size. The portions of 
these photographs depicting the various tissue types were then 
cut out and weighed, and the volume percentages were calculated. 
A duplicate determination indicated agreement within 2% for this 
process. Taking an average over the several sections of the 
abdomen and the thorax, and assuming these and the sections 
through the midpoints of the limb segments yield values correct 
for the volume percentage of the entire segment, yields the 
percentage distribution in Table 3. 
Alternate procedures were used for the head, feet, and 
hands. Photographs through sections gave intuitively un­
appealing data. Since these three segments all vary consider­
ably in short distances, it would require sections at close 
intervals to obtain reliable measurements, and these were not 
available. Allwood and Burry (1) report dissection data on 
the feet of two subjects. These same percentages are assumed 
to hold for the hands and are so reported in Table 3. 
The head presents a particularly challenging problem in 
the search for size information. Composed essentially of an 
upper and a lower hemisphere, the upper contains only skull 
and brain in an easily described manner. The lower half is 
full of many different types of problems; odd shapes, tissue 
variety, cavities. By making considerably cruder estimations, 
values can be found which have some parallel to the existing 
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Table 3. Percentage of tissue types in body segments 
Section % Bone . % Muscle . %. Skin + fat % Viscera 
Head 15.2 35.7^ 13.3 35.8 
Thorax 10.0 29.2 12.3 48.5 
Abdomen 11.1 38.8 19.6 30.5 
Arms 8.8 70.0 21.2 
Forearms 11.5 66.0 22.5 
Hands 43.0 16.0 41.0 
Thighs 5.9 66.5 27.6 
Legs 16.0 55.0 29.0 
Feet 43.0 16.0 41.0 
Total 11.3 45.5 20.9 23.0 
^1/3 of this, or 12%, is air. 
anatomy. Morris (35) and Kimber et al. (27) agree the brain, 
including glands, weighs about 1.5 kg, the skull 1.0 kg. From 
the density data of Cooper (13) and the volume data in Table 3, 
this occupies 2220 ml, leaving 2120 ml to allow for skin and 
subcutaneous fat, muscle, eyes, and the various cartilage 
appendages. Assuming an average depth of fat and skin of 5 mm, 
which seems reasonable from photographs of sections, and using 
the surface area from Table 1, this layer occupies 575 ml. 
The remainder may be considered muscle and air space. Without 
distention of the cheeks one can easily hold a half cup, or 
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120 ml/ of liquid in the mouth. The nasal septum certainly 
holds an equal amount, and the sinuses probably about the same 
amount. From these considerations, consider the remaining 
volume to be 1/3 air space, 2/3 muscle. As a volume percentage, 
this represents the muscle layer; but as a metabolic generator 
and blood receiver, only the muscle mass is considered. 
The percentages of tissue types obtained for the entire 
body using the above data for distribution and the volume of 
segments in Table 2 gives total percentage values for viscera, 
muscle, bone, and skin and fat of 23.0, 45.5, 11.4, and 20.9 
percent, respectively. These are, of course, percentages by 
volume. If these are converted to weight percentage by 
multiplying the bone percent by 1.5 (the specific gravity of 
bone reported by Cooper (13)) and subtracting the necessary 
amount representing air in lungs from the viscera to get the 
total average specific gravity equal to 1.0, we obtain per­
centage by weight of 17.3, 45.0, 17.1, and 20.9 percent, 
respectively. If nervous tissue is considered part of viscera, 
and if one recognizes that only subcutaneous fat is included 
in the fat and skin estimation above, this compares quite well 
with the published data from Morris mentioned earlier. 
The thermal conductivity for various tissues was measured 
by Hatfield (22) and by Poppendiek et al. (39). Hatfield 
reported values for human and bovine muscle and fat. Poppendiek 
did not measure k for human muscle or fat, but his was a much 
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more recent study and utilized an improved method with greater 
repeatability. The values of Poppendiek for bovine muscle and 
fat were used for the human counterparts, and were 0.00126 and 
0.00055 cal./sec.-cm.-*C, respectively. His values for kidney, 
liver, and brain were averaged to obtain k for all core 
regions as 0.00120 cal./sec.-cm.-°C. 
The specific heat of tissues was reported in 1955 by 
Burton and Edholm (10), who quoted an early textbook (36), 
through which the original work was traced back to 1878 (25). 
Two experimental values for the specific heat of blood have 
been found, one reported in 1919 (3), the other in 1896 (40). 
From these sources, the product of density and heat capacity 
was estimated as 0.80 for the core regions, 0.45 for bones, 
0.825 for muscles, 0.712 for skin, and 0.87 for blood, all 
units in cal./cm.^°C. 
The heat loss due to respiration occurs from the muscle 
layer of the head. This departure from the assumptions of all 
other modelers, where the effects are relegated to the core, 
or weighted averages of core and skin of the head and thorax, 
is justified by the several studies on the temperatures within 
the bronchi, pharynx, etc. (2, 11, 32, 50). These invariably 
show that the air entering the trachea is very nearly at body 
temperature and is saturated, regardless of ambient conditions 
or whether breathing is through the mouth or nose. Cole (11) 
reports heat effects considering heat exchange within the 
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turbinates of the nasal septum, and these data are used. At a 
steady respiration rate of 6.1/min. under conditions of 50% 
relative humidity, 30°C ambient temperature, heat loss through 
respiration is estimated at 2.22 cal./sec. 
Table 4 is derived from a similar one by Peterson (37), 
and lists blood flow and metabolic rate of various tissues. 
From these data, flow to the regions in the model may be 
obtained. First, the large mass of tissues labeled "other" 
must be allocated. From Table 3, bones comprise 11.4% of the 
body, by volume. For a 70 liter man, the bones weigh, using 
the density determined by Cooper (13), 12.1 kg. total. Cooper 
also lists blood flow of 1 ml./lOO ml. bone-min., so 81 ml/min. 
goes to the bones. The skin, including the subcutaneous fat, 
occupies 21.6% from Table 3; so, by a difference with Table 4, 
the fat weighs 11.7 kg. Guyton (20) says 1-2% of the blood 
flow nourishes the lungs, or 120 ml./rain. From considerations 
mentioned in Appendix A, the lungs may be estimated to weigh 
4.4 kg. This leaves 2.6 kg. and 510 ml./min. unaccounted for. 
Guyton lists blood flow as 4-7 ml./lOO ml. tissues/rain, to 
muscles at rest. Table 4 indicates a calculated flow of 3.2 
ml./lOO ml./min. But if 2.6 kg. is added to the muscle mass, 
which may be rationalized to correspond to the vessels, deep 
fat, fascia, etc., in the body, and 510 ml./min. to blood flow 
to the muscle mass, a calculation gives 4.5 ml./lOO ml./min., 
in better agreement with Guyton. 
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Table 4. Metabolism and blood flow to various tissues 
Tissue Blood flow 
ml./min. 
Organ 
mass 
kg. 
Blood flow 
ml./lOO g.-
min. 
Total metabolic 
rate, cal./sec. 
Brain 750 1.4 54. 4.3 
Heart 240 0.3 80. 3.1 
Viscera 1500 2.6 58. 3.7 
Kidney 1300 0.3 433. 1.2 
Muscle 1000. 31. 4. 4.3 
Skin 500 3.6 4. 2.1 
Remainder 710 30.8 2.3 2.5 
Total 6000 70. 10. 21.2 
To assign metabolic flow, using the data from Guyton (20), 
5 ml.Og/lOO ml. blood is available for tissue use. A standard 
figure for average metabolic processes is 4.825 kcal./l. Og 
consumed, indicating 0.0241 kcal./lOO ml. blood flow as an 
estimation of the metabolic requirements if the tissues. If 
we keep fat metabolism zero, and consider the flow to lungs 
and bones as indicating the metabolic needs, we obtain 0.47 
cal./sec. and 0.32 cal./sec. respectively, leaving 1.7 cal./ 
sec. unaccounted for. This is arbitrarily added to muscle. 
For blood flow to skin, the data of Hertzman and Randall 
(23) can be used, as listed in Table 5. This must be modified 
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Table 5. Blood flow to skin of body segments 
Segment Blood flow Area Blood flow 
2 2 
cc./min. cm. cc./cm. -min. 
Head 25.34 240 0.1055 
Trunk 40.33 3291 0.01225 
Arm 1.78 555 0.00321 
Forearm 9.30 775 0.0120 
Hand 13.25 372 0.0356 
Thigh 15.30 1486 0.0103 
Leg 17.70 1361 0.0130 
Foot 16.84 687 0.0245 
as follows ; the head area measured was only for the face. 
For the remainder of the head, use a flow rate averaged over 
2 the whole body, 0.016 cc./cm. min. The trunk area is too 
2 
small by half. Use the rate in cc./cm. min. to apply to the 
surface area as determined from Table 1. Upon making the above 
modifications, the total flow is 266 ml./min. Maintaining 
these same ratios, the skin blood flow is adjusted to 500 ml./ 
min. and is listed in Table 6. 
Data for the heat transfer coefficient of a human are 
available in the literature, as by Colin and Houdas (12) and 
Mitchell et al. (34). There is even information available to 
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Table 6. Adjusted values of skin blood flow 
Segment Surface area Blood flow 
cm. ^ ml./min. 
Head 1150 76.5 
Thorax 3225 74.1 
Abdomen 3145 72.2 
Arms 1250 7.5 
Forearms 1250 28.2 
Hands 950 63.4 
Thighs 3540 68.3 
Legs 2340 57.0 
Feet 1250 57.4 
calculate configuration factors in radiant heat transfer (18). 
These are for the whole body, however, and are based on an 
average skin temperature and are further intrinsically re­
stricted to the particular body orientation for which the data 
were taken. In the words of another model builder (56), "... 
there is no reason to believe that the standard engineering 
correlations are inadequate for this purpose," and the standard 
correlations for cylinders have been used here. 
The emissivity of human skin is reported (47) as 0.985 for 
solar radiation, without significant racial variation. A base 
temperature of 300°K is used, so we obtain 
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—4 2 
= 1.4 X 10 cal./cm. sec.°C (46) 
The conductive-convective heat transfer coefficient is ob­
tained from the relation published in McAdams (30) for natural 
convection from a cylinder. We obtain, for cylinders with 
horizontal axes, in air, 
It is now generally accepted that the one specific area 
of the body vital to temperature regulation is the preoptic 
area of the hypothalamus (6), (21). Influence has been shown, 
also, from the skin temperature (21), and apparently rate of 
temperature change in the skin allows an anticipatory function 
(26, 31). Occasional reports are found in the literature 
giving the spinal cord major importance as an integrator of 
signals (6, 49), but whether this actually occurs is not of 
concern in creating a mathematical model. Sites of integration 
of signals are not significant, the source of the signals is 
of supreme importance. 
As previously stated, this study deals only with a resting 
man during relatively tolerable exposure in a water bath. This 
eliminates the need to consider sweating and shivering as 
h 
con 
(47) 
Description of the Control Model 
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effector mechanisms, leaving vasomotor action as the means by 
which fine control is maintained over deeper tissue tempera­
tures . 
The part of the body whose temperature is to be controlled 
is the head core region. Thus, deviations from postulated set-
point values for the local skin region and the head core, along 
with derivative control due to the rate of skin change, act as 
stimuli for changing the state of vasoconstriction or dilata­
tion, which in turn alters the temperature of the head core by 
altering convective flow from deep tissues. 
Data supporting a description of regional blood flow 
distribution are scarce. Two suitable studies have been found 
(23, 24). It has been assumed that the blood maintains the 
distribution shown in Table 6, for all magnitudes of flow. 
There is a maximum flow imposed by heart capacity, quoted as 
around 3 to 4 l./min. (28) before heat exhaustion sets in for 
a resting subject, but the model as presented does not limit 
maximum flow in order to more clearly see the implication of 
the various stimuli. A minimum flow is fairly well established 
(13). This can be met in either of two ways - through a 
lowered deep temperature or through the reflex vasoconstriction 
occurring at a skin temperature below 34°C (16). 
In the present model, blood flows are determined by 
multiplying the distribution in Table 6 by a suitable factor. 
The magnitude of FACTOR is determined from a linear combination 
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of the postulated control variables. The equation used was: 
. dT 
FACTOR = 1. + 5. (T. -37.5) + 0.75 (T -34.) + 0.25 
nc s ut 
>_ 0.001 (48) 
This equation was somewhat arbitrarily obtained, but was 
selected so as to give approximately equal weight to each of 
the postulated control variables and to give an over-all range 
of flow variation which was reasonable for the water-bath 
exposures of Piironen (38). The form of the programs used to 
solve the model equations is such that different control 
variables or combinations of variables may be very easily 
tested. 
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COMPUTATIONAL METHODS 
All calculations were performed on the IBM 360-65 pro­
grammed in Fortran IV notation. Appendix B lists the programs 
and notes on use. Emphasis throughout has been for generality 
and ease of modification, consistent with evolving programming 
skill of the author. 
Calculations fall naturally into two categories: Case 1 
assumes a postulated control relation is available for blood 
flow, Case 2 assumes there is a body temperature to be matched 
to a specified value under specified ambient conditions, and 
determines the blood flow required to do so. 
Steady State Solution 
A steady state solution is obtained from Equations 21-41 
by setting the derivatives equal to zero and solving the 
resulting algebraic system by matrix methods, using a standard 
IBM supplied program, MINV, to invert the resulting matrix. 
For Case 1 problems, the control equation is substituted into 
the appropriate subroutine, the ambient temperature is speci­
fied, and solution is iterated until consistency is obtained. 
For Case 2 problems, the desired temperature to be obtained is 
specified both as to position in the model and value, along 
with the ambient temperature, and the solution is likewise 
iterated until the necessary magnitude of surface blood flow is 
determined. The only significant calculational procedure 
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difference between the two cases is that FACTOR is locally 
determined for Case 1 problems, whereas the same FACTOR is 
used for all surface segments for Case 2 problems. However, 
where skin flow is a function of local surface skin temperature, 
the difference in FACTOR between various segments in water bath 
exposures is rarely 3%. 
Transient Solution 
The initial conditions are obtained from the steady state 
solution method, then Equations 21-41 are solved by numerical 
methods. For Case 1 problems, solution is via a standard 
supplied program, HPCG, which uses Hamming's Predictor Corrector 
method (48). This method has the advantage of being efficient, 
fast, and accurate. However, it cannot be used for Case 2 
problems, since in the process of solution using this sub­
routine, values are used which lie at intervals of the inde­
pendent variable (in this case, time) that are not an integral 
number of stepsizes. In the iteration process required at each 
step, then, the FACTOR so calculated does not correspond to its 
true value. So, for Case 2 problems, a subroutine was written, 
and called TRAP. This subroutine uses the "modified Euler's 
method" or "Heun's first method" (29), a single step method 
belonging to the class of numerical solution methods called 
forward marching. It uses the same format in its call statement 
as HPCG, and is fully compatible with the rest of the program. 
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At each increment in the calculation, the required blood flow 
is calculated which would result in the same temperature pre­
dicted by the model and measured in the subject. 
A supporting subroutine was written and named SPLIN, which 
uses the method of a spline fit (51) to fit a curve to data. 
It is the analytical equivalent of a draftsman's curve, and 
fits a cubic equation to successive data points. It is 
reported to give excellent interpolated values of a function 
and its first derivatives. This method was used to describe 
the values of ambient temperature, and in the Case 2 problem, 
the measured esophageal temperature, in calculations. 
Appendix B contains a listing and description of the 
programs used in this study, along with suggestions for their 
use in performing calculations. 
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PERFORMANCE OF THE MODEL 
The utility of the model was examined under two types of 
conditions. The first test was to attempt to determine the 
(experimentally unmeasurable) flow rate of blood to the surface 
layers which would be required for the model temperature to 
match an experimentally measured temperature. The second test 
was to assume a flow rate relation for blood flow to the 
surface layers, then compare the model temperature implications 
of this flow rate with measured temperatures. 
Determination of Unmeasurable Blood Flow Rates 
Piironen (38) published extensive reports on experiments 
on men immersed in water baths, the temperature of which was 
varied in sinusoidal patterns of varying amplitude and fre­
quency. Several deep and superficial temperatures were 
simultaneously measured, including rectal, tympanic, and 
esophageal temperatures as well as skin temperature on the 
thigh. 
It was hoped to be able to determine the blood flow to the 
surface layers from these data. By assuming a blood flow to 
the skin, as a constant proportion of a known distribution of 
blood flow, and correcting the assumption until the model gave 
the same temperature as was measured in the experiments, skin 
blood flow could theoretically be determined as an implicit 
function of all other body temperatures. Examination of these 
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results would then determine the major determining variables 
for surface blood flow. 
Unfortunately, due to subject discomfort, Piironen did not 
measure tympanic temperatures directly. The thermocouple was 
inserted until contact made with the tympanum, then withdrawn 
a few millimeters. This introduces a measuring lag, not as 
large perhaps as the lag between tympanic and hypothalamic 
temperatures, but sufficient to cast doubt upon the technique 
of determining blood flow by matching model temperatures with 
measured temperatures. 
The measured temperature used was that measured in the 
esophagus, at the level of the pulmonary artery. This was 
assumed to correspond to several temperatures in the model. 
Figure 3 shows the results when assuming the measured tempera­
ture corresponds to the average temperature in the thorax core 
in the model. Figure 4 shows results assuming the correspondence 
is with the average temperature of the blood returning to the 
heart from all parts of the body. Figure 5 shows results when 
the average temperature of the blood returning to the heart is 
assumed to be delayed by 30 seconds, and Figure 6 shows results 
when assuming the measured temperature corresponds to the 
average temperature in the thorax core delayed by 30 seconds. 
Thirty seconds is a reasonable estimate of measurement lag 
considering the probable distance between esophagus and 
pulmonary artery of around 1 cm, and the properties of 
biological tissue. 
Figure 3. Results obtained by matching model thorax" core 
temperature with measured esophageal temperature 
BTEMl - Model head core temperature 
BTEM4 - Model thorax core temperature 
TBLDAV - Average temperature of blood 
returning to thorax core 
TEMSS - Thigh skin temperature 
FACTOR 
1.00 6.00 35.50 
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Figure 4. Results obtained by matching model average 
blood temperature with measured esophageal 
temperature 
BTEMl - Model head core temperature 
BTEM4 - Model thorax core temperature 
TBLDAV - Average temperature of blood 
returning to thorax core 
TEMSS - Thigh skin temperature 
FACTOR 
1.00 6.00 35.50 
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TEMPERATURE 
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Figure 5. Results obtained by matching model average 
blood temperature with measured esophageal 
temperature delayed by 30 seconds 
BTEMl - Model head core temperature 
BTEM4 - Model thorax core temperature 
TBLDAV - Average temperature of blood 
returning to thorax core 
TEMSS - Thigh skin temperature 
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Figure 6 .  Results obtained by matching model thorax core 
temperature with measured esophageal temperature 
delayed by 30 seconds 
BTEMl - Model head core temperature 
BTEM4 - Model thorax core temperature 
TBLDAV - Average temperature of blood 
returning to thorax core 
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As can be seen from Figures 3/ 4, 5, and 6, the approach 
was not successful. When the temperature of the blood 
returning via the superficial veins became nearly equal to the 
average temperature of blood coming from deep tissues, huge 
flow rates were necessary to produce a variation in predicted 
temperatures. Since the blood coming from the surface was 
initially cooler, and eventually becomes warmer, than the blood 
from deep tissues, there is a point at which the two tempera­
tures are the same and flow is indeterminate. 
A few conclusions may be drawn from this effort. There is 
definitely some question about the meaning of the temperature 
as measured in the esophagus. It does not represent an average 
thorax temperature, nor is it an accurate indicator of average 
temperature of the blood returning to the heart from all parts 
of the body. A lag, of some magnitude, occurs between this 
measured temperature and the blood temperature, and this is in 
turn averaged with surrounding tissue temperature. 
Prediction of Body Thermal Responses 
The other large phase of model evaluation was to specify 
a control relation, then examine the adequacy of the model 
prediction when compared to data. The same experiment was used 
from Piironen (38) , along with a similar water immersion study 
by Brengelmann (7) which differed in the range of temperatures 
and the pattern of ambient temperature alteration. The control 
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was assumed on the surface blood flow, as described in the 
section on the control model. 
Figure 7 shows results of a calculation intended to 
parallel the exposure conditions used by Piironen. Figure 8 
compares the predicted temperatures for several model parts 
with measured temperatures at several body locations. The 
relative agreement is obvious, but correspondence is not exact. 
This is to be expected. 
Temperatures measured on a body are intrinsically point 
measurements, and reflect influence from nearby vessels and 
heat-generating organs. This is in extreme contrast to the 
temperatures as predicted by a model which represent an average 
temperature for the whole section of the body which the model 
segment represents. It is as though the body segment was 
suddenly isolated and insulated, and all processes within it 
stopped until thermal equality was attained throughout. The 
difficulty in compromising the two temperatures may be reduced 
to a problem of finding a single site within a segment which 
is at the mass average temperature of that segment, or even of 
finding several sites which may be averaged. But this is a 
large, probably indeterminate task. 
Included in Figure 7 is the blood flow which was predicted 
expressed as a factor times an arbitrary base rate. The 
apparent anomaly at about 200 seconds is also seen in the skin 
temperature. This illustrates a potential problem in using 
Figure 7. Predictions to conditions of Piironen's water 
bath exposure 
BTEMl - Model head core temperature 
BTEM2 - Model head middle temperature 
BTEM4 - Model thorax core temperature 
BTEM7 - Model abdomen core temperature 
SKIN - Model thigh skin temperature 
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Figure 8. Comparison of measured and predicted temperatures 
BTEM7 - Model abdomen core temperature 
BTEMl - Model head core temperature 
BTEM2 - Model head middle temperature 
AVERAGE - arithmetic average of BTEMl and BTEM2 
BTEM4 - Model thorax core temperature 
TBLDAV - average temperature of blood 
returning to thorax core 
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curve fitting techniques. 
The spline method of fit, which was used to obtain a 
continuous curve from points read off the figure as published 
by Piironen (38) forces a smooth curve to pass through all the 
given points. However, when "corners" occur in the data, the 
spline fitting method eliminates the discontinuities in the 
first derivatives. When the data is widely spaced, jaggedness 
may result, as it did at this point on the figure. This may 
be eliminated, or reduced to insignificance, as it was in the 
neighborhood of rapid changes in skin temperature in Figure 9, 
by using an increased number of data points in the neighborhood 
of sharp corners. 
The type of apparent anomaly seen at 200 seconds does not 
occur at the other extremes of ambient temperature variation 
because of the relative spacing of data points. Points were 
read from the published figure of Piironen at approximately 
every 32 seconds, the greatest resolution which could be 
reliably made by eye. Thus, the cycles with greater time 
periods had many more points per cycle than those with shorter 
time periods. 
Figure 9 shows results of a calculation simulating experi­
ments performed by Brengelmann (7) , wherein a subject was 
immersed in a narrow water-filled tub, the temperature of which 
was cycled in the form of ramps and steps between 28 and 32°C. 
Figure 9. Comparison of predicted and measured temperatures 
BTEM7 - Model abdomen core temperature 
BTEMl - Model head core temperature 
BTEM2 - Model head middle temperature 
AVERAGE - arithmetic average of BTEMl and BTEM2 
BTEMS4 - Model thigh skin temperature 
SKIN - measured skin temperature 
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The only temperatures measured were rectal, skin, and auditory 
meatus, and the metabolic rate was measured. Since the 
temperatures were often below that which is "comfortable", an 
increased metabolic generation occurred. 
This metabolic increase was included in the model explicit­
ly. The minimum metabolism as measured by Brengelmann was 
considered the basal metabolism, and distributed among the 
various model sections proportionally. As the originally 
assumed total basal metabolism was 20 cal./sec., and the mini­
mum measured by Brengelmann was 23 cal./sec. for the experiment 
which is considered, very little difference in the sectional 
metabolism occurred. A smooth curve was applied through the 
data points, and the difference between the measured metabolism 
at any time and the minimum metabolism was assumed an increase 
in generation due to involuntary muscle activity and apportioned 
to the muscle layers throughout the body on the basis of volume 
of muscles in each segment. In a complete model of thermo­
regulation, of course, the metabolic increase due to cold 
effects would be predicted as a function of body cooling or 
skin temperature, but as the present model does not encompass 
these effects, the generation was used as a known input. 
The curve of measured meatus temperature does not cor­
respond to either the model head core or head middle layer, as 
discussed previously with point measurements in a non-
homogenious media. But, the arithmetic average of head core 
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and head middle layers shows a startling correspondence to 
measured meatus temperatures. 
This figure clearly shows the strong resemblance between 
head core and abdomen core temperatures in the model. This is 
a consequence of the postulated blood flow pattern from the 
legs passing through the abdomen so quickly as to be unaffected 
by the temperature there, so to the model the head and the 
abdomen look like two thermally similar cylinders connected to 
the thorax, differing in size and in heat generation in the 
core layer. This heat generation difference accounts for a 
difference in temperatures, but the similarity in pattern is 
due to similar heat flow processes within each of the segments. 
The model temperature for abdomen core does not correspond 
in any approximate sense to the temperature measured rectally. 
This is expected from anatomical considerations - the probe 
would be in the lower viscera, which are not subject to large 
rates of blood flow. But in the upper abdomen are the liver 
and kidney, two organs with large flow rates. These two organs 
indicate a misleadingly large flow rate for the whole abdominal 
region which is described by the model. This in turn causes 
a predicted temperature which closely corresponds to the thorax 
core, or central blood, temperature. Perhaps if a model is to 
obtain temperatures which would correspond to a measured rectal 
temperature, the boundary between thorax and abdomen should be 
lower than the diaphragm, perhaps as low as the iliac crest. 
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The liver and kidney, with their relatively huge blood flow 
rates, would be included in the thorax. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
A model of versatility and adaptability has been con­
structed and documented. The model has been tested, and its 
implications have been examined for data taken by two different 
experimenters on subjects immersed in water baths. The temper­
atures predicted by the model correspond qualitatively to those 
measured in the corresponding site in the human subject. 
It has been shown that the segments of the model do not 
correspond exactly to the point sites of temperature measure­
ment. In particular, the esophageal temperature measured by 
Piironen does not respond sufficiently rapidly to be considered 
a pulmonary artery temperature, but yet is so close to the 
major vessels as to be sufficiently influenced by blood temper­
ature that the measurement does not represent an average thorax 
temperature. 
Two changes could be made in the model to improve its 
utility. The more easily implemented improvement is to alter 
the equations so as to eliminate the heat transfer coefficient 
and ambient temperature, and deal directly with the problem as 
heat transfer within a body with known surface temperature. 
This would allow comparison with water bath exposures, in which 
the skin temperature and not the bath temperature is reported, 
without the artifice of heat transfer coefficients and correc­
tion factors. 
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A major improvement would be a more realistic head 
representation. When a model incorporates such extensive 
detail, the representation of the head as a three-layered 
cylinder becomes tenuous. Allowance should be made for the 
sinus and nasal cavities, which lie in close proximity to the 
brain. A theoretical determination of the lag between hypo­
thalamic temperature and tympanic (measured) temperature would, 
if possible, be of great benefit in determining the control 
(and controlled) variables. This would require considerable 
additional information on the physical characteristics of the 
head. 
The sort of data necessary for surface layer blood flow 
determination could conceivably be taken without experimental 
crises. By floating thermocouples down the major vessels, as 
has been done previously for steady state measurements (4), and 
is routinely done for pressure determination in heart diagnos­
tics, and exposing the subject to water baths with temperature 
varying throughout a considerable range in regular patterns, 
data could be obtained which could determine required flow rate 
to the skin layers, as was attempted unsuccessfully with 
Piironen's data. This required flow could then be compared, 
possibly statistically, with the various postulated functions 
of temperatures and an improvement made in understanding super­
ficial blood flow rates. 
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APPENDIX A. EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION 
OF BODY VOLUMES 
Two methods were used to determine the volume of body 
segments. The head and arm volumes were determined by water 
displacement from a container, the rest of the body volumes 
were obtained from weight loss measurements during water 
immersion. 
The head volume was measured in a cylindrical glass 
constant temperature bath 12 inches in diameter. This bath 
was filled to overflowing. The subject slowly immersed his 
head to a level just below the chin, attempting to maintain 
the axis of the head in a vertical line. A miniscus tending 
to form on the edge of the tank was removed, then the subject 
slowly removed his head and allowed it to drain back into the 
tank for about 20 seconds. Water was then poured from a 1000 
ml. graduated cylinder into the tank to the point where over­
flow began, and this amount was recorded as head volume. One 
duplicate determination agreed within 30 ml. The other two 
subjects could not be induced to repeat the determination. 
Arm volumes were measured using a 6 inch diameter plexi­
glas cylinder. A similar procedure was used; the arm was 
immersed in the full vessel up to the wrist, the elbow, and 
the shoulder on succeeding trials. The miniscus was removed, 
and after the arm drained the overflowed water was replaced. 
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The amount to refill the vessel was recorded as volume. 
Duplicate determinations agreed within 20 ml. 
For determining the remainder of the body volumes, 
slightly more elaborate equipment was used. A scale, sensitive 
to 1/4 pound, was supported at a point about 15 feet above a 
large tank filled with water (T=18°C). A wooden swing was 
suspended from the platform of the scale by block and tackle. 
The experimental subject, wearing brief swimming trunks, sat in 
the swing. His position above the tank and at various levels 
of immersion within the tank was controlled by the block and 
tackle. 
The first step in the procedure was the weighing of the 
dry subject on the swing above the tank. He was then lowered 
into the tank to the level of the ankles, and the indicated 
weight was recorded. The difference in weight due to water 
displacement was converted to volume, assuming the density of 
water was 1.0 g/ml. Succeeding weights were recorded at the 
levels of the knee, crotch, about 5 cm. below the sternum, and 
as close to full immersion as could be obtained. The point 
below the sternum was intended to approximate an average 
position of the diaphragm, which was considered to be the 
boundary between the abdomen and the thorax. Full immersion 
up to the neck could not be obtained due to the limited size 
of the tank. When the subject, with his arms extended overhead, 
could no longer be supported without touching the sides or 
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bottom of the tank, he was considered fully immersed. This 
point varied somewhat between individuals, but was within one 
or two cm below the clavicle. 
The thorax volume obviously was in error as measured by 
the above method. However, the following device allowed an 
estimation of error and correction. The mass of the head and 
arms was determined from the volume data obtained above, the 
composition data in Table 3, and densities calculated from 
Cooper (13). The weight of the unimmersed body portion was 
the difference between the weight at maximum immersion and the 
weight of the block and tackle and ropes. This varied between 
2 and 3 1/2 pounds for the three subjects. This unimmersed 
portion was converted to volume and added to the measured 
volume of_the thorax. 
The three subjects studied in this experiment were healthy 
university students, of varying non-pyknic stature. Two of 
them (SMDB, BDP) had non-luxuriant beards. Physical data is 
recorded in Table 7. The volumes determined are recorded in 
Table 8. 
Table 7. Physical data on subjects 
Subject Age, years Height, cm. Weight, kg. 
SMDB 
BDP 
NCM 
25 
23 
27 
175.3 
180.5 
183.0 
64.1 
79.4 
73.0 
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Table 8. Volumes of various body segments 
Body section Subject Volume, ml. % Volume Average 
Head SMDB 4000 6.34 6.18 
BDP 4300 5.50 
NCM 4730 6.69 
Thorax SMDB 14650 23.24 26.63 
BDP 21000 26.90 25.99 
NCM 21000 29.76 
Abdomen SMDB 16330 25.92 25.99 
BDP 20320 26.00 
NCM 18390 26.04 
Thigh SMDB 7890 12.51 11.01 
BDP 8165 10.48 
NCM 6750 9.55 
Leg SMDB 2725 4.31 4.46 
BDP 3575 4.58 
NCM 3180 4.50 
Foot SMDB 738 1.17 1.07 
BDP 850 1.09 
NCM 680 0.96 
Arm SMDB 1510 2.40 2.41 
BDP 2010 2.58 
NCM 1520 2.16 
Forearm SMDB 855 1.36 1.55 
BDP 1210 1.55 
NCM 1235 1.75 
Hand SMDB 325 0.53 0.55 
BDP 420 0.54 
NCM 405 0.57 
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APPENDIX B. A PACKAGE OF FORTRAN PROGRAMS DEFINING 
A MODEL FOR HUMAN THERMOREGULATION 
This appendix contains a flow chart and listing of all 
programs used, along with suggestions concerning their use in 
calculations. The programs described are: 
MAIN - For use in all transient calculations 
STRTUP - Accumulates constants used in subsequent 
calculations 
SSCALC - Calculates steady state values. Can be used 
without transient calculation if so desired 
TRAP - Integration subroutine used for Case 2 problems 
FCT - Defines first derivatives of independent 
variables - called by integration subroutines 
(HPCG or TRAP) 
AMB - Defines ambient temperature at a point in time 
EVAL - Calculates blood flow to surface layers, other 
control functions 
FILCOD - Defines conductive portion of heat transfer 
FILCOV - Defines convective portion of heat transfer 
OUTP - Specifies form of output - called by integration 
subroutines. Two forms are used, one for each 
case. For Case 2 problems, it performs 
calculations on surface blood flow 
CLCOEF - Calculates intermediate values, accumulates for 
use by FILCOD and FILCOV 
HTCOEF - Calculates heat transfer coefficient 
HTX - Used by HTCOEF to get local heat transfer 
coefficients 
BLMET - Calculates metabolic requirements for muscle 
and bone 
SPLIN - Method of spline fit used to put smooth curve 
through data 
The units used throughout the program are those of the standard 
cgs system. 
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FILCOD MAIN 
CLCOEF 
STRTUP 
BLMET 
HTCOEF 
EVAL 
SSCALC 
FILCOV FILCOV 
AMB FCT 
HPCG 
(TRAP) 
EVAL OUTP 
Figure 10. Flow chart showing interrelation of subroutines 
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C THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES TRANSIENTS, AND REQUIRES SUB-
C ROUTINES FCT, OUTP, FILCOV, FILCOD, STRTUP, EVAL, AND 
C AMB. SUBROUTINES TRAP AND SPLIN MAY ALSO BE USEFUL. 
EXTERNAL FCT,OUTP 
COMMON BETA(9),C0EF(21,3),BFL0(21),ISKIN(9),COND(21,21 
1),MET(21),0ELMET(21),SWL0S(9),TAMB(9),TAMBDT(9),SA(91, 
2RESP,R3(9},RR3(9),0BFL0(21},FACTOR,BPOSIT,VOLUI E(21) 
DIMENSION PRMT(6),BTEM(21),DERT(2H ,AUX( 16,21) 
COMMON /DATAF/ NPTS,TTIME(134),SKINT(134),6TEM4(134) 
RESP=2.22 
BP0SIT=0.1 
NPTS=134 
REA0(5,1000) (TTIME(I),SKINT(I),BTEM4(I),I=1,NPTS) 
1000 F0RMAT(3F12.5) 
CALL STRTUP 
C 
C IF INITIAL CONDITIONS ARE TO BE READ IN, DELETE "C" ON 
C FOLLOWING 3 CARDS. 
C READ<5,590) FACTOR 
C READ(5,990) (BTEM(I),1=1,211 
C 990 F0RMAT(3E20.0) 
C 
C IF INITIAL CONDITIONS ARE TO BE CALCULATED, DELETE THE 
C "C" ON THE FOLLOWING CARD, AND INCLUDE SUBROUTINE 
C SSCALC(BTEM) 
CALL SSCALC(BTEM) 
PRMT(l)=-200. 
PRMT(2)=4360. 
PRMT(3)=2. 
DO 50 L=l,21 
50 DERT(L)=1./21. 
PRMT(3)=2. 
PRMT(4)=l.E-4 
99 PRMTC6)=l.  
C 
C DELETE "C" ON ONE OF THE FOLLOWING 2 CARDS, DEPENDING 
C ON WHETHER THE RUN IS FOR CASE 1 OR CASE 2.  
C CALL TRAP{PRMT,BTEM,DERT,21,IHLF,FCT,0UTP,AUX> 
CALL HPCG(PRMT,BTEM,DERT,21,IHLF,FCT,OUTP,AUX) 
IF(PRMTC6).EQ.3.)  GO TO 99 
WRITE(6,5003) IHLF 
5003 F0RMAT(I7) 
STOP 
END 
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SUBROUTINE STRTUP 
C THIS COLLECTS ALL THE UNCHANGING INFORMATION NECESSARY 
C TO BEGIN A CALCULATION AND TABULATES IT. 
COMMON BETA(9),C0EF(21,3),BFL0(21),ISKIN(9),C0ND(21,21 
1),MET(21),DELMET(21),SWL0S(9),TAMB(9),TAMBDT(9),SA(9),  
2RESP,R3(9),RR3(9),0BFL0(21),FACTOR,BP0SIT,V0LUME(21) 
REAL MET 
DIMENSION B(9),S(9),GUT(9),B0N(9),XMUS(9),SKIN(9),XL(9 
1),R1(9),R2(9),HT(9),V0L(9) 
DIMENSION TITLE(20) 
CALL SLITE(l) 
C 
C TITLE THE OUTPUT 
READ(5,999) MM 
999 FORMATdS) 
998 FORMAT!*!'/)  
997 F0RMAT(20A4) 
WRITE(6,998) 
DO 6 1=1,MM 
READ(5,997) TITLE 
6 WRITE(6,997) TITLE 
READ(5,995» TC0ND1,TC0ND2,TC0ND3 
READ(5,995J ROGUT,ROBON,ROMUS,ROSKN,ROBLOD 
995 F0RMAT15F15.0) 
R£AD(5,996) (B(I),S(I),GUT(I),BON(I),XMUS(I),SKIN(I),  
1SA(I),V0L(I),I=1,9) 
996 F0RMAT(2A4,6F12.0) 
C 
C IDENTIFY THE SKIN LAYERS 
DO 10 1=1,3 
10 ISKIN(I)=3*I 
DO 11 1=4,9 
11 ISKIN(I)=2*I+3 
DO 15 1=1,9 
15 SWLOS(I)=G. 
C ******** 
C IF THIS IS THE FIRST RUN WITH ALTERED PHYSICAL PARAME-
C TERS, THE FOLLOWING 14 STATEMENTS SHOULD BE INSERTED, 
C ALONG WITH REQUIRED DATA. 
C READ(5,5999) (MET(J),J=1,7,3) 
C READC5,5999) XMSCMT,XMSCFL 
C READ(5,5999) BONMT, BONFLO 
C REA0(5,5999) (BFLO(I),I=1,7,3) 
C READ(5,5999) (BFLO(1),I=3,9,3) 
C READ(5,5999) (BFLO(I),1=11,21,2) 
C CALL CLCOEFCTCONDl,TC0N02,TC0ND3,ROGUT,ROBON,ROMUS, ROS 
C IKN,ROBLOD,VOL,GUT,BON,XMUS,SKIN,XL,R1,R2) 
C CALL HTCOEF(HT,VOL) 
C CALL BLMETCXMSCMT,XMSCFL,BONMT,BONFLO,XMUS,BON) 
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C WRITE<6,5999) (XL(I),R1(I),R2(I),R3(I),RR3{I),BETA(I) 
C 11=1,9) 
c WRITE(6,5999) HT 
c WRITE(6,5999) VOLUME 
c WRITE(6,5998) (BFLOCI),MET(I),I=1,21) 
c WRITE(6,5999) ((C0EF(I,J),J=1,3),I=1,21) 
******* 
THESE "READS" ARE ASSUMING THE OMISSION OF SUBROUTINES 
CLCOEF,HTCOEF,BLMET 
READ* 5,5999) (XL(IJ,R1(IJ,R2(1)tR3(I),RR3(I),BETA(1),1=1,9) 
R£AD< 5,?999) HT 
REAO( 5,5999) VOLUME 
READ( 5,5998) (BFLO( I ) ,MET(I),1 = 1,21) 
READ! 5,5999) ((COEF(I,J),J=1,3),I=1,21) 
F0RMAT(3E20,8) 
F0RMAT14E20.8) 
CALL FILCOD 
DO 20 1=1,21 
DELMETfI)=0. 
0BFL0(I)=BFLO(I) 
WRITE OUT A SUMMARY OF PARAMETERS. 
WRITE(6,1000) 
F0RMAT(///25X,'PARAMETERS USED TO DESCRIBE THE MAN') 
WRITE(6,1010) TCONDl,TC0ND2,TC0ND3 
F0RMAT(//10X,'THERMAL CONDUCTIVITIES: CORE =',F10.6,  
1' ,  MUSCLE =•,F10.6,• ,  SKIN =•,F10.6) 
WRITE(6,1020) R0GUT,R0B0N,R0MUS,R0SKN,R0flL0D 
1020 F0RMAT{//10X,'PRODUCT OF DENSITY AND HEAT CAPACITY'/5X 
1,'CORE =',F10.5,'  BONE =',F10.5,« MUSCLE =',F10.5,  
2'  SKIN =',F10.5,'  BLOOD =',F10.5) 
WRITE(6,1030) 
1030 F0RMAT(///50X,'SEGMENT SIZES'//5X,•SEGMENT•,6X,•GUT «,7 
IX,'BONE',6X,'MUSCLE*,4X,'SKIN',6X,« AREA',6X,'VOLUME',4 
2X,'LENGTH',4X,'RCORE*,5X,'RMIDDLE',3X,'RSKIN'/)  
WRITE(6,1040) (B(n,S(I),GUT(I),BON(I),XMUS(Il,SKÎNlI) 
1,SA( I) ,  VOLi I )  ,XL( I )  ,RU I) ,R2( I )  ,R3( I)  ,  1 = 1,9) 
1040 F0RMAT(4X,2A4,3X,10E10.3) 
SUMARA =0. 
SUMV0L=0. 
DO 100 1=1,3 
SUMARA=SUMARA+SA(I) 
100 SUMVOL=SUMVOL+VOL(I) 
DO 101 1=4,9 
SUMARA=SUMARA+2.*SA(I) 
101 SUMVOL=SUMVOL+2.*VOL(I) 
WRITE(6,1050) SUMVOL, SUMARA 
C 
C 
C 
C 
5999 
5998 
20 
C 
C 
1000 
1010 
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1050 FORMAT(///20Xt*THE TOTAL VOLUME IS',E15.5, 
1' AND THE SURFACE AREA ISSE15.5) 
WRITE ( 6 , 1 0 6 0 )  (  (COEFd, J )  , J = 1 t3 ) ,  1  =  1 , 2 1 )  
1 0 6 0  F O R M A T ! ' L ' , 5 X , ' T H E  C O N S T A N T S  C A L L E D  C O E F ( I , J ) • / / ( 3 E 2 0 .  
1 4 )  )  
WRITE(6,1070) BETA 
1070 FORMAT(/10X,'BETA VALUES',9E9.2) 
WRITE(6,2000) HT 
2000 F0RMAT(//15X,«THESE HT TRAHSFER COEFFICIENTS HAVE '  
1,'BEEN CALCULATED FROM EXPRESSIONS FOR NATURAL '  
2,'CONVECTION'/30X,'IN MCADAMS'/(BOX,E12.3J) 
WRITE(6,2010) (1,1=1,9»,(BFLO (I),I=1,9Ï,(MET(I),I=1,9) 
2010 F0RMAT(12X,'PART # •,9110/12X,•BLODFLO •,9F10.3/12X, 
I'METAB • ,9F10.3) 
WRITE(6, 2020)(I,1 = 10,21), l  BFLO(I),I = 10,21),(MET(I),I = 
110,21) 
2020 F0RMAT(//2X,'PART # • ,12 110/2X,•BLODFLO •,12F10.3/2X, 
I'METAB 4,12F10.3) 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE SSCALC(BTEM) 
C THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES STEADY STATES, UNDER TWO CASES: 
C CASE 1.  ASSUME A CONTROL RELATIONSHIP, FIND BODY 
C TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION. 
C CASE 2.  GIVEN A BODY TEMPERATURE, DETERMINE THE BLOOD 
C FLOW FACTOR. 
C BOTH CASES REQUIRE THE CASE AND THE AMBIENT TEMPERATURE 
C SPECIFIED. IN ADDITION, CASE 2 REQUIRES SPECIFICATION 
C OF A TARGET TEMPERATURE IN STATEMENT #9 AND THE POSI-
C TION OF THE TARGET TEMPERATURE IN STATEMENT #66. 
C SUBROUTINES STRTUP, FILCOV, FILCOD, AND EVAL ARE USED. 
DIMENSION BTEM(21),DERT(21) 
COMMON BETA(9),COEF(21,3),BFLO(21),ISKIN(9),COND(21,21 
1),MET(21),DELMET(21),SWL0S(9),TAMB(9),TAMBDT(9),SA(9) ,  
2RESP,R3(9),RR3(9),0BFL0î21),FACTOR,BPOSIT,VOLUME(21) 
DIMENSION XMTX(21,22),W(441),C0NV(21,22),SAVTEM(21) 
EQUIVALENCE (XMTX(1,1),W(1)) 
DIMENSION LW0RKi2l),MW0RK(21) 
REAL MET 
C 
C SPECIFY AMBIENT TEMPERATURE 
DO 5 1=1,9 
TAMBDT(I)=0. 
5 TAM8(I)=35.67711 
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C 
C SPECIFY CASE 1 OR CASE 2.  
MCASE=1 
C 
C IF THIS PROGRAM IS NOT USED AS A SUBROUTINE SSCALC, 
C BUT IS USED AS MAIN, THE FOLLOWING DEFINITIONS MUST 
C APPEAR: 
C RESf=2.22 
C BP0SIT=0.1 
C ALSO, CHANGE THE RETURN STATEMENT TO A STOP STATEMENT, 
C AND DELETE THE "C" ON THE FOLLOWING CALL STATEMENT. 
C CALL STRTUP 
GOTO (7,9),MCASE 
7 DO 8 1=1,21 
DERT(I)=0. 
8 BTEM(I)=TAMB(1) 
GOTO 10 
C 
C SPECIFY TARGET TEMPERATURE 
9 G0AL=37.37207 
FACT0R=7. 
Fl=7. 
ANS=0. 
10 L=0 
C 
C START ITERATION LOOP 
20 L=L+1 
CALL EVAL(BTEM,DERT) 
DO 21 1=1,21 
21 SAVTEM( I)=BTEMm 
CALL FILCOV(CONV) 
DO 25 1=1,21 
DO 25 J=l,22 
25 XMTX(I,J)=CONV(I,J) 
C 
C BECAUSE BLOOD TEMPERATURE IS ASSUMED NOT AT THE AVER-
C AGE TEMPERATURE OF THE SKIN LAYER, BUT AT THE TEMPER-
C TURE JUST BELOW THE SKIN SURFACE (AT POSITION 
C 'BPOSIT'),  ELEMENTS OF XMTX DEALING WITH CONVECTION TO 
C OR FROM THE SKIN MUST BE MODIFIED. 
C MODIFY OFF DIAGONAL ELEMENTS 
XMTX(4,221=0. 
DO 30 M=l,4 
I=ISKIN(M) 
FRAC={R3(M)-RR3(M)-BP0SIT)/(R3(M)-RR3(M)) 
XMTX(4,I)=C0NV(4,I)*(1.+{BETA(M)-1.)*FRAC) 
30 XMTX(4,22)=XMTX(4,22)+C0NV(4,I)*(1.-BETA(M))*FRAC*TAMB 
KM) 
XMTX(4,22)=XMTX(4,22)+C0NV(4,22) 
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DO 31 M=5,9 
I=ISKIN(M) 
FRAC=(R3(M)-RR3{M)-BP0SIT)/(R3(M)-RR3(M)) 
XMTX(I-2,I)=C0NV(I-2,I)*(1.+(BETA(M)-1.)*FRAC) 
31 XMTX(I-2,22)=C0NV(I-2,22)+C0NV(I-2,I)*(l .-BETA(M))*FR& 
1C*TAMB(M) 
FRAC=(R3(7»-RR3(7)-BP0SIT)/(R317)-RR3(T)) 
XMTX(4,17)=XMTX(4,17)*(1.+(BETA(7)-1.)*FRAC) 
XMTX(4,22)=XMTX(4,22)+C0NV(4,17)*(1.-BETA(7))*FRAC*TAM 
16(7) 
C 
C MODIFY DIAGONAL ELEMENTS 
DO 35 M=l,9 Î=ISKIN(M) 
FRAC=(R3(M)-RR3(M)-BP0SIT)/(R3(M)-RR3(M)) 
XMTX(I,I)=-CONV(I»I-1)*(1.+(BETA(M)-1.)*FRAC)+C0EF(I,3) 
35 XMTX(I,22)=C0NViI,22)-CONV(I,I-l)*(1.-BETA(M))*FRAC*TA 
IMB(M) 
DO 36 M=4,8 
I=ISKIN(MJ 
FRAC1=(R3(M+1)-RR3(M+1»-BP0SIT)/(R3(M+l)-RR3(M+ll)  
FRAC=(R3(M>-RR3(M)-BP0SIT)/(R3,(M)-RR3(M) ) 
XMTX(I,I)=XMTX(I,I)-C0NV(I,I+2)*(l ,+{BETA{M)-l.>*FRAC) 
36 XMTX{I,22)=XMTX(I,22)+C0NV(I,I+2)*((1.-BETA(M+1))*FRAC 
ll*TAMBtM+l)-(l .-BETA(M))*FRAC*TAMB(M)) 
C 
C ADD CONDUCTIVE PORTION 
DO 40 1=1,21 
DO 40 J=l,2l  
40 XMTXtI,J)=XMTX(I,J)+COND(I,J) 
C 
C INVERT MATRIX 
CALL MINV(W,21,DET,LW0RK,MW0RK) 
WRITE(6,5000) L,FACTOR,DET 
5000 FORMATC TRIAL #' ,I3,' ,  FACTOR WAS • ,  F10. 7,  • ,  DETERMI' 
1, 'NANT WAS',E15.7) 
C 
C SOLVE FOR BTEM 
DO 50 1=1,21 
BTFM(1)^0. 
DO 50 J=l,21 
50 RTEM( I )=8TEM( n+XMTX(I, J)*l-XMTX( J,22» ) 
G0T0(60,65»,MCASE 
C 
C TEST FOR CONVERGENCE, CASE 1.  
60 IF(ABS(BTEM(1)-SAVTEM(1)).LT.0.0001) GOTO 100 
DO 61 1=1,21 
61 BTEMfI)=0.25*BTEM(I)+0.75*SAVTEM(I) 
GOTO 20 
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C 
C TEST FOR CONVERGENCE, CASE 2.  
65 ANS2=ANS 
C 
C SPECIFY TEMPERATURE TO BE MATCHED, E.G.,  4 
66 ANS=BTEM(4) 
F2 = F1 
F1=FACT0R 
WRITE(6,5007) ANS 
5007 FORMATC TRIAL ANSWER :• ,El 5.5) 
IF(L.GT.l)  GOTO 67 
FACT0R=6. 
GOTO 20 
67 IF(ABS(ANS-GOAL).LT.0.0001) GOTO 100 
FACT0R=F2+(F1-F2)/<ANS-ANS2)*(G0AL-ANS2) 
GOTO 20 
C 
C SOLUTION DETERMINED, WRITE OUT 
100 WRITE(6,5001) (TAMB(1),1=1,9),FACTOR,(BTEM(I),1=1,21) 
5001 FORMAT(///« UNDER THE AMBIENT TEMPERATURE EXP0SUREV9E 
112.4/'  AND FACTOR =',E14.7,' ,  THE TEMPERATURES WERE' 
2/3(lGX,3E17.7/J,6(15X,2E17.7/))  
C 
C IF DESIRED TO PUNCH OUT THE STEADY STATE SOLUTION FOR 
C SUBSEQUENT USE, DELETE "C" FROM THE FOLLOWING WRITE 
C STATEMENT. 
C WRITE<7,5002) BTEM 
5002 F0RMAT(3E20.7» 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE TRAP(PRMT,Y,DERY,NDIM,IHLF,FCT,OUTP,AUX) 
C 
C PURPOSE 
C TO SOLVE A SYSTEM OF FIRST ORDER ORDINARY GENERAL 
C DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS WITH GIVEN INITIAL VALUES. 
C 
C USAGE 
C CALL TRAP(PRMT,Y,DERY,NDIM,IHLF,FCT,OUTP,AUX) 
C PARAMETERS FCT AND OUTP REQUIRE AN EXTERNAL 
C STATEMENT. 
C 
C DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETERS 
C PRMT -  AN INPUT AND OUTPUT VECTOR WITH DIMEN-
C SION GREATER OR EQUAL TO 5,  WHICH SPECIFIES 
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C THE PARAMETERS OF THE INTERVAL AND OF ACCURACY 
C AND WHICH SERVES FOR COMMUNICATION BETWEEN OUT-
C PUT SUBROUTINE (FURNISHED BY THE USER) AND SUB-
C ROUTINE TRAP, EXCEPT PRMT(5) THE COMPONENTS 
C ARE NOT DESTROYED BY SUBROUTINE TRAP, THEY ARE 
C PRMT(l)-  LOWER BOUND OF THE INTERVAL (INPUT). 
C PRMT(2)- UPPER BOUND OF THE INTERVAL (INPUT). 
C PRMTI3)- INITIAL INCREMENT OF THE INDEPENDENT 
C VARIABLE (INPUT). 
C PRMT(4)- UPPER ERROR BOUND (INPUT). SUCCESSIVE 
C ITERATIONS AT EACH STEP MUST BE WITHIN THIS VALUE. 
C PRMT(5)- NO INPUT PARAMETER. SUBROUTINE TRAP 
C INITIALIZES PRMT(5)=0. IF THE USER WANTS TO TER-
C MINATE SUBROUTINE TRAP AT ANY OUTPUT POINT, HE 
C HAS TO CHANGE PRMT(5) TO NON-ZERO BY MEANS OF 
C SUBROUTINE OUTP. 
C Y -  INPUT VECTOR OF INITIAL VALUES. (DES-
C TROYED) LATER ON Y IS THE RESULTING VECTOR OF 
C DEPENDENT VARIABLES COMPUTED AT INTERMEDIATE 
C POINTS X. 
C DERY -  THE VECTOR OF DERIVATIVES, WHICH BELONG 
C TO FUNCTION VALUES Y AT A POINT X. 
C NDIM -  AN INPUT VALUE, WHICH SPECIFIES THE 
C NUMBER OF EQUATIONS IN THE SYSTEM. 
C IHLF -  A DUMMY VARIABLE, INSERTED FOR COMPAT-
C IBILITY WITH OTHER INTEGRATION SUBROUTINES. 
C FCT -  THE NAME OF AN EXTERNAL SUBROUTINE USED. 
C IT COMPUTES THE RIGHT HAND SIDES DERY OF THE 
C SYSTEM TO GIVEN VALUES OF X AND Y. ITS PARAME-
C TER LIST MUST BE X,Y,OERY. THE SUBROUTINE 
C SHOULD NOT DESTROY X AND Y. 
C OUTP -  THE NAME OF AN EXTERNAL OUTPUT SUB-
C ROUTINE USED. ITS PARAMETER LIST MUST BE X,Y, 
C DERY,IHLF,NDIM,PRMT. NONE OF THESE PARAMETERS 
C (EXCEPT, IF NECESSARY, PRMT(4),PRMT(5)) SHOULD 
C BE CHANGED BY SUBROUTINE OUTP. IF PRMT(5) IS 
C CHANGED TO NON-ZERO, SUBROUTINE TRAP IS TERMIN-
C ATED. 
C AUX -  AN AUXILIARY STORAGE ARRAY WITH 4 ROWS 
C AND NDIM COLUMNS. 
C 
C REMARKS 
C THE PROCEDURE TERMINATES AND RETURNS TO CALLING 
C PROGRAM, IF 
C (1) THE WHOLE INTEGRATION INTERVAL IS WORKED 
C THROUGH. 
C (2) SUBROUTINE OUTP HAS CHANGED PRMT(5) TO NON-
C ZERO. 
C 
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C SUBROUTINES AND FUNCTION SUBPROGRAMS REQUIRED 
C THE EXTERNAL SUBROUTINES FCT(X,Y,DERY) AND 
C GUTP(X,Y,DERY,IHLF,NDIM,PRMT) MUST BE FURNISHED 
C BY THE USER. 
C 
C METHOD 
C EVALUATION IS BY MEANS OF THE MODIFIED EULER'S 
C METHOD, ALSO KNOWN AS HEUN'S FIRST METHOD. 
C FOR REFERENCE, SEE LAPIDUS, DIGITAL COMPUTATION 
C FOR CHEMICAL ENGINEERS, MCGRAW-HILL, NEW YORK, 
C 1962, P. 88.  
DIMENSION Y(I),DERY(1),AUX(4,1),PRMT(I) 
X=PRMT(1) 
XEND=PRMT(2) 
H=PRMT(3> 
PRMT(5)=0. 
CALL FCT(X,Y,DERY) 
CALL OUTPCX,Y,DERY,IHLF,NDIM,PRMT) 
IF(PRMT(5).NE.O.) RETURN 
5 DO 10 I=1,NDIM 
10 AUX(4,I)=0. 
CALL FCT(X,Y,DERY) 
DO 15 I=1,NDIM 
AUX(2,I)=Y(I) 
15 AUX(1,I)=DERY(I) 
DO 20 I=1,NDIM 
20 Yd )=Y(I )+H*OERYCI) 
25 CALL FCT(X+H,Y,DERY) 
DO 30 I=1,N0IM 
30 AUX<3,I)=AUX(2,I)+H/2.*(AUX(l,I)+DERY(I)) 
DO 40 I=l,NDIM 
IF{ABSCAUX(3,I)-AUX(4,n).GT.PRMT(4)) GOTO 50 
40 CONTINUE 
X=X+H 
DO 45 I=1,NDIM 
4 5  Y(n = AUX(3,n 
CALL OUTP(X,Y,DERY,IHLF,NDIM,PRMT) 
IF(PRMT(5î.NË.0.)  RETURN 
IF{X.LT.XEND) GOTO 5 
RETURN 
50 DO 60 I=1,NDIM 
Y(I)=AUX<3,I) 
60 AUX(4,I)iAUX(3,I) 
GOTO 25 
END 
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SUBROUTINE FCT(X,BTEM,DERT) 
C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE VALUES OF DERIVATIVES. 
COMMON BETA(9),C0EF121,3),BFL0(21),ISKIN(9),C0ND(21,21 
1),MET(21),DELMET(21),SWL0S(9),TAMB(9),TAMBDT(9),SA(9),  
2RESP,R3(9),RR3(9),0BFL0(21),FACTOR,BP0SIT,V0LUME(21) 
DIMENSION IVEC(80),TEMP(9) 
DIMENSION BTEMd ),DERT(1) ,C0NV(21,22) 
CALL AMB(X) 
CALL EVAL(BTEM,DERT) 
CALL FILCOV(CONV) 
C C FILL IVEC WITH POSITIONS OF POSITIVE ELEMENTS OF CONV 
CALL SLITET(1,J) 
GO TO (25,30),J 
25 L=0 
DO 27 1=1,21 
DO 27 J=l,21 
IF{CONV(I,J).LE.a.O) GO TO 27 
L = L+1 
IVEC(2*L-1)=I 
IVEC(2*L)=J 
27 CONTINUE 
C 
C DEFINE CONDUCTIVE PORTION OF DERT 
30 DO 15 1=1,7,3 
DERT(I)=C0ND(I,I+1)*(BTEM(I+1)-BTEM(I)) 
DERT(I+1)=C0ND(I+1,I)*(BTEM(I)-BTEM(I+l))+COND(1+1,1+2 
l)*(BTEW(I+2)-BTEMCI+l)) 
15 DERT(I+2)=C0ND(1+2,I+1)•(BTEM(I+l)-BTEM{1+2)) 
DO 20 1=10,21,2 
DERT(I)=C0ND(I,I + 1)*(BTEM(I + l)-BTEM(11) 
20 DERT(I+l)=COND(1+1,1)*(BTEM(I)-BTEM(I+l))  
C 
C ADJUST SKIN TEMPERATURE FOR POSTULATED POSITION OF 
C BLOOD FLOW 
DO 40 1=1,9 
J=ISKIN(I) 
TEMP( n=BTEM( J) 
FRACT=(R3<I)-RR3(I)-BP0SIT)/(R3(I)-RR3{n) 
40 BTEM(J)=BTFM(J)+(1.-BFTA(I))*(TAMB(I)-BTEM(J))*FRACT 
C 
C USING IVEC, OBTAIN CONVECTION PORTION OF DERT 
DO 50 1=1,79,2 
LROW=IVEC(I) 
LC0L=IVEC(I+1) 
50 DERT(LROW)=DERT(LROW)+CONV(LROW,LCOL)*(BTEM(LCOL)-BTEM 
KLROW) ) 
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C RETURN SKIN TEMPERATURES TO MASS AVERAGE VALUES 
DO 60 1=1,9 
J=ISKIN(I) 
BTEM(J)=TEMP(I) 
60 DERT(JI=DERT(J)+C0EF(J,3>*BTEM(J) 
C 
C ADD GENERATION AND ENVIRONMENT INTERACTION 
DO 70 1=1,21 
70 DERT(Ii=DERT(I)+CONVl1,22) 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE AMB(X) 
C THIS SUBROUTINE SPECIFIES THE AMBIENT TEMPERATURE AT A 
C POINT IN TIME, AND THE TIME RATE OF CHANGE. 
DIMENSION XM(134),AUX(6,134) 
COMMON BETA(9),C0EF(2I,3»,BFL0(2I),ISKIN(9),COND(21,21 
1),MET(21),DELMET(21),SWL0S(9»,TAMB(9),TAMBDT(9),SA(9),  
2RESP,R3(4),RR3(9),0BFL0(21),FACTOR,BP0SIT,V0LUME(21) 
DATA MSTART/1/ 
COMMON /DATAF/ NPTS,TTIME(134),SKINT(134),BTEM4I134) 
IF(MSTART.NE.l)  GOTO 5 
C 
C DETERMINE COEFFICIENTS FOR USE IN INTERPOLATING DATA. 
CALL SPLIN(TTIME,SKINT,NPTS,XM,AUX) 
5 T=X/60. 
DO 10 I=MSTART,NPTS 
IFCT.LT.TTIMEd ) )  GO TO 11 
10 CONTINUE 
WRITE(6,110) 
110 FORMATC ABORT IN SUBROUTINE AMB') 
STOP 
11 MSTART=I-1 
C 
C CALCULATE INTERPOLATED TEMPERATURE. 
XL1=TTIME(I)-TTIME(I-1) 
SCOMP=XM(I-1)»(TTIME(I)-T)**3/(6.*XL1)+XM(I)*(T-TTIME( 
iI-l))**3/(6.*XLl)+(SKINT(I)/XLl-XM(I)*XLl/6.)*(T-TTIME 
2(1-1))+(SKINT(I-1)/XL1-XM(I-1)*XL1/6.)*(TTIME(I)-T) 
DSCOMP=-XM(I-1)»(TTIME(I)-T)**2/(2.*XLl)+XM(II*(T-TTIM 
1E(I-1);**2/(2.*XL1)+(SKINT(I)-SKINT(I-1))/XL1-(XM(I)-X 
2M(I-l)ï*XLl/6.  
DSC0MP=DSCOMP/60. 
DO 320 1=1,9 
TAMBDTlI»=DSCOMP 
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320 TAMB(I)=SCOMP 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE EVAL{BTEM,DERT) 
C THIS SUBROUTINE DETERMINES BLOOD FLOW FROM A VARIETY 
C OF CONTROL VARIABLES. 
DIMENSION BTEMll),DERT(1) 
COMMON BETA(9)»COEF(21,3),BFLO121),ISKIN(9),CONDI 21121 
11 » MET(21),DELMET(21),SWL0S(9),TAMB(9),TAMBDT[9),SA(9),  
2RESP,R3(9),RR3(9),OBFLO(21),FACTORtBPOSIT,VOLUME!21) 
C 
C FOR CASE 2 PROBLEMS, THE PROGRAM CONSISTS OF THE FOL-
C LOWING STATEMENTS: 
C DO 20 M=l,9 
C I=ISKIN(M) 
C BFLO(I)=FACTOR*OBFLO(I) 
C RETURN 
DATA A,B,C,D/1.,5. , .75, .25/ 
REAL MET 
DO 20 M=l,9 
I=ISKIN(M) 
TEMSS=TAMB(M)+BETA(M)*(TAMB(M)-BTEM(I») 
DTEMSS=TAMBDT(M)+BETA(M)*(TAMBDT(M)-DERT(I)) 
DTHEAD=BTEM(l)-37.5 
DTSKIN=TEMSS-34.0 
RSKIN=DTEMSS 
FACTOR=A+B*DTHEAD+C*OTSKIN+D*RSKIN 
IF(FACTOR.LT,0-001) FACT0R=0.001 
20 BFLOCn=FACTOR*OBFLO(I) 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE FILCOD 
C THIS CALCULATES UNVARYING COEFFICIENTS DESCRIBING CON-
C DUCTIVE HEAT TRANSFER FOR USE IN FCT. 
COMMON BETA(9),C0EF(21,3),BFL0(21),ISKIN(9),COND(21,21 
1),MET(21),DELMET(21),SWL0S(9),TAMB(9),TAMBDT(9)tSA(91, 
2RESP,R3(9),RR3(9),0BFL0{21),FACTOR,BPOSIT,VOLUME(21) 
DO 100 1=1,21 
DO 100 J=l,21 
91 
100 C0ND(I,J)=0. 
DO 110 1=1,7,3 
CQND(I,I+1)=C0EF(I,1) 
COND(I,I)=-COEF(1,1) 
CONDiI+l,I>=COEF(I+l, l)  
COND( I + l ,I  + 2)=C0EF(I+l,2» 
COND(I+l,I+1)=-C0EF(I+1,1)-CGEF(1+1,2) 
CONDt1+2,I+1)=C0EF<1+2,1) 
110 CONDi1+2,I+2)=-C0EF(1+2,1) 
DO 120 1=10,20,2 
C0ND(I,I+l)=COEFCI,l)  
COND( I ,n=-COEF( 1,1) 
COND(I+l,r)=COEF(I+l, l)  
120 COND(I+l,I+l)=-COEF(1+1,1) 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE FILCOV(CONV) 
C THIS CALCULATES COEFFICIENTS FOR CONVECTIVE HEAT TRAN-
C SFER AND INTERACTION WITH THE ENVIRONMENT. 
COMMON BETA(9),COEF(21,3),BFLO(21),ISKIN(9),C0N0(21,21 
1),MET(21),DELMET(21),SWL0S(9),TAMB(9),TAMBDT(9),SA(9),  
2RESP,R3(9),RR3(9),OBFLO(21),FACTOR,BP0SIT,V0LUME(21) 
DIMENSION C0NV(21,22) 
REAL MET 
DATA ROBLOO/.87/ 
DO 100 1=1,21 
DO 100 J=l,22 
100 CONV(I,J)=0. 
DO 110 1=1,7,3 
CONV(I + l ,I)  = (BFLO(I + 1)+BFL0(1+2))/COEF(I+1, 3) 
110 CONV(I+2,I+l)=BFL0(I+2)/C0EF(I+2,2) 
C0NV(1,4)=(BFL0(1)+BFL0(2)+BFL0(3))/C0EF(1,2) 
DO 120 1=1,9 
120 C0NV(4,I)=BFL0(I)/C0EF(4,2) 
C0NV(4,10)=2.*(BFLO(10)+BFLO(12)+AFLO(14))/C0EF(4,2) 
C0NV(4,11)=2.*(BFL0(11)+BFL0{13)+BFL0(1S))/C0EF(4,2) 
C0NV(4,16)=2.*(BFL0(16)+BFL0{18)+BFL0(20))/C0EF{4,2) 
C0NV(4,17)=2.*(BFL0(17)+BFLO(19)+BFLG(21))/C0EFl4,2) 
C0NV(7r4)=(BFL0(7)+BFL0(8)+BFL0(9))/C0EF(7,2) 
DO 200 1=10,16,6 
SUM=0. 
NEND-I+5 
DO 130 J=I,NEND 
130 SUM=SUM+6FL0(J) 
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SUBROUTINE OUTP(X,BTEM,DERT•IHLF,KL »PRMT) 
r THIS SUBROUTINE SPECIFIES THE OUTPUT FORM DESIRED FOR 
C CASE 1 PROBLEMS. 
COMMON BETA(9)»COEF(21 » 3)tBFLOC21)11SKIN{9),C0ND(21,21 
1),MET(21),DELMET{21),SWL0S(9),TAMB(9),TAMBDT(9),SA(9),  
2RESP,R3(9),RR3(9),0BFL0(21),FACTOR,BP0SIT,V0LUMEf211 
DIMENSION BTEM(1),DERT(1),PRMT(1) 
REAL MET 
C 
C DETERMINE TEMPERATURE PREDICTED BY MODEL FOR BLOOD 
C GOING TO THORAX CORE BY BOTH DEEP AND SUPERFICIAL 
C VEINS. 
FL0S=0. 
FL00=0. 
TBLDS=Q. 
TBLDD=0. 
DO 218 1=1,7,3 
TBLDD=TBLDD+BFLO(I)*BTEM(I)+BFLO(I+1)*BTEM(I+l) 
FLCD=FLOD+BFLO( n +BFLO( I + l)  J=(I+2)/3 
FRACT=ÎR3(J)-RR3(J)-BP0SIT|/IR3(J)-RR3(J)) 
TEM1=BTEM(I+2)+(l.-BETA(J)>*(TAMB(J)-BTEM(1+2))*FRACT 
TBLDS=TBLDS+BFLO(I+2)*TEM1 
218 FL0S=FL0S+BFL0(I+2) 
TBLDD=TBLOD+2.*(BFLO(10)+BFLO(12)+BFLO(14))*BTEM<10) 
FRACT=iR3(4)-RR3(4)-B&0SIT)/(R3(4)-RR3(4)) 
TEM1=BTEM(11)+(1.-BETA(4))*(TAMB{4)-BTEM(ll))*FRACT 
TBLDS=TBL0S+2.*(BFL0(1I)+BFLO(13)+BFLO(15))*TEM1 
TBL0D=TBLDD+2.*(BFLO(16)+BFLO(18)+BFLO(20;)*BTEM(16) 
FRACT=(R3<7)-RR3(7)-BP0SIT)/(R3(7)-RR3(7)) 
TEM1=BTEM(17)+(1.-BETA(7))*(TAMB(7)-BTEM{17))#FRACT 
TBLDS=TBLDS+2.*(BFL0(17)+BFL0(19)+BFL0(21))*TEM1 
DO 219 1=10,20,2 
FL0D=FL0D+2.*BFL0(I) 
219 FL0S=FL0S+2.*BFL0(I+1) 
TBLDAV=(TBLDD+TBLDS)/(FLOD+FLOS) 
TBLDD'TBLDD/FLOD 
TBLDS=TBLDS/FLOS 
TEMS4=TAMB(4)+BETA(4)*(BTEM(11)-TAMB(4)) 
WRITE(6,1000) X,TAM8t4),TEMS4,BTEM(7),STEM(4),TBLDAV, 
1BTEM<1),BTEM(2) 
1000 F0RMAT(F10.1,7F12.5) 
RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE OUTP(X,BTEM,DERT,IHLF,KL,PRMT) 
C THIS SUBROUTINE SPECIFIES THE OUTPUT FORM DESIRED. 
C THIS FORM IS FOR CASE 2 PROBLEMS, AND IT CALCULATES 
C A VALUE FOR FACTOR FOR USE IN EVAL. 
COMMON BETA19|,C0EF(21,3),BFL0(21),ISKIN(9),C0ND(21,21 
1),MET(21),DELMET(21),SWL0S(91,TAMB(9),TAMB0T(9),SA(Q), 
2RESP,R3(9),RR3(9),0BFL0(21),FACTOR,BP0SIT,V0LUME(21) 
COMMON /DATAF/ NPTS,TTIME(134),SKINT(134),BTEM4(134) 
DIMENSION XM(134),AUX(6,134) 
DIMENSION BTEM(1I,0ERT(1),PRMT(1) 
REAL MET 
DIMENSION TLAST(21) 
DATA MSTART,MFAIL,MF0RCE/1,0,0/ 
T=X/60. 
M0LD=1 
OFACT=FACTOR 
IF(MSTART.NE.l) GOTO 210 
C 
C CALCULATE INTERPOLATED TEMPERATURE FROM DATA. 
CALL SPLIN(TTIME,BTEM4,NPTS,XM,AUX) 
210 DO 215 I=MSTART,NPTS 
IF(T.LT.TTIME(I)) GOTO 216 
215 CONTINUE 
WRITE(6,1000) T 
1000 FORMAT*' ABORT IN OUTP, T =',E20.5) 
STOP 
216 MSTART=I-1 
XL1=TTIME(I>-TTIME(I-l) 
TCOMP=XM(I-1)*(TTIME(I)-T)**3/(6.*XL1)+XM(I)*(T-TTIME( 
ll-l)1**3/(6.*XL1)+(BTEM4(I)/XL1-XM(I)*XL1/6.)*(T-TTIME 
2(1-1))+(BTEM4(I-l)/XLl-XM(I-l)*dLl/6.)*(TTIME(I)-T) 
C 
C DETERMINE TEMPERATURE PREDICTED BY MODEL FOR BLOOD 
C GOING TO THORAX CORE BY BOTH DEEP AND SUPERFICIAL VEINS 
FL0S=0. 
FL0D=0. 
TBLDS=0. 
TBLDD=0. 
DO 218 1=1,7,3 
T8LDD=TBLDD+BFL0(I)*BTEM(I)+BFLO(I+1)*BTEM(I+1) 
FLOD=FLOD+BFLO(I)+BFLO(I+l) J=(I+2)/3 
FRACT=(R3(J)-RR3(J)-BP0SIT)/(R3(J)-RR3(J)» 
TEMl=8TEM(I+2)+(l.-BETA(J))*(TAMB(J)-BTEM(1+2))*FRACT 
TBLDS=TBLDS+BFL0(I+2)*TEM1 
218 FL0S=FL0S+8FL0(1+2) 
TBLDD=TBLDD+2.*(BFLO(10)+BFLO(12)+BFL0(14))*BTEM( 10) 
FRACT=(R3(4)^RR3(4)-BP0SIT)/(R3(4)-RR3t4)) 
TEM1=BTEM(ll)+(l.-BETA(4))*(TAMB(4)-BTEM(11))*FRACT 
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TBLDS=TBLDS+2.*(BFL0(ll)+BFL0(13)+BFLn(15))*TEMl 
TBLDD=TBLDO+2.*(BFLO(16)+BFLO(18)+BFL0(2 0)>*BTEM(16) 
FRACT=(R3(7)-RR3(7)-BP0SIT)/(R3(7)-RR3(7)) 
TEM1=BTEM(17)+(1.-BETA(7))*(TAMB(7)-BTEM(17))*FRACT 
TBLDS=TBLDS+2.*(BFLO(17)+BFLO(19)+BFLO(21)I*TEM1 
DO 219 1=10,20,2 
FL0D=FL0D+2.»BFL0(I) 
219 FLOS=FLOS+2.*BFLO(I+1) 
TBLDAV=(TBLDD+TBLDS)/(FLOD+FLOS) 
TBLOO=TBLOO/FLOD 
TBLDS=TBLDS/FLOS 
C 
C SPECIFY TEMPERATURE WHICH WILL BE MATCHED; E.G.,  TPLOAV 
TINT=TBLDAV 
C 
C DETERMINE DISAGREEMENT BETWEEN DATA VALUE AND CALCU-
C LATED VALUE, AND SAVE TEMPERATURES FOR POSSIBLE FUTURE 
C USE AS INITIAL CONDITIONS. 
C WRITE OUT IF AGREEMENT IS SUFFICIENTLY CLOSE. 
ERR=ABS(TINT-TC0MP) 
TOL=0.0003 
IF(MFORCE.EQ.l) GOTO 11 
IF<ERR.GT.TOL) 60 TO 20 
IF(MFAIL.EQ.O) GOTO 11 
MFAIL=0 
M0LD=2 
FACTOR=SAVNF 
GOTO 20 
11 MFORCE=0 
MFAIL=0 
M0LD=i=2 
DO 12 1=1,21 
12 TLAST(I)=BTEM{I) 
SAVT=X 
savf=factor 
WRITE(6,110) X,TCOMP,TINT,TAMB(4),FACTOR 
110 FGRMAT(* ***',F10.3,4F16.7,10X,'< *) 
20 CONTINUE 
c 
c IMPROVE FACTOR TO DECREASE DISAGREEMENT. 
DEN=500. 
IF(TINT.GT.TCOMP) GOTO 230 
IF(TBLOS.GT.TCOMP) GOTO 223 
222 FACT0R=(1.-ERR/(DEN»T0L))*FACT0R 
GO TO 240 
223 F&CT0R=(1.+ERR/(DEN*T0L))*FACT0R 
GO TO 240 
230 IF(TBLDS.GT.TCOMP) GOTO 222 
GOTO 223 
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240 CONTINUE 
IF(M0LD.EQ.2) GOTO 43 
C C PREPARE TO RESTART INTEGRATION IF AGREEMENT IS NOT 
C CLOSE ENOUGH. 
PRMT(5)=2. 
PRMT(1)=SAVT 
PRMT(6)=3. 
SAVNF=FACTOR 
FACTOR=SAVF 
MFAIL=1 
WRITE(6,120) X,SAVT,TCOMP,TINT,FACTOR,OFACT,TBLDS 
120 F0RMAT(2F10.3,5F12.7) 
DO 41 1=1,21 
OERTd ) = 1./21. 
41 BTEM( I)=TLAST( n  
C 
C PUT EXTREME LIMITS ON FACTOR. 
43 IF(FACT0R.GT.l.E-3) GOTO 42 
MF0RCE=1 
WRITE(6,140) X,FACTOR 
140 FORMATdOX,* TO FORCE A SOLUTION, FACTOR WAS HELD AT M 
1IN.',2E20.5) 
FACT0R=l.E-3 
RETURN 
42 IF(FACT0R.LT.30.) RETURN 
MF0RCE=1 
WRITE(6,130) X,FACTOR 
130 FORMAT*lOX,'TO FORCE A SOLUTION, FACTOR WAS FIXED:',2E 
120.5) 
FACT0R=30. 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE CLCOEF(TCONDl,TC0ND2,TC0ND3,R0GUT,ROBON,ROM 
lUS,R0SKN,R0BL0D,V0L,GUT,BnN,XMUS,SKIN,XL,Rl,R2) 
C THIS CALCULATES COEFFICIENTS WHICH ARE NONVARYING, 
C DESCRIBING AREA, VOLUME, AND PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF 
C THE BODY, AND REDUCING TO EQUIVALENT CYLINDERS. 
COMMON BETA(9),COEF(21,3),8FLO(21),ISKIN(9),COND(21,21 
1),MET(21),DELMET(21),SWL0S(9),TAMB{9),TAMBDT(9),SA(9),  
2RESP,R3(9),R33(9),0BFL0(21),FACTOR,8P0SIT,V0LUMF(21) 
DIMENSION V0L(9»,GUTt9),B0N(9),XMUS(9),SKIN(9),XL(9),  
1R1(9),R2(9) 
DO 130 J=l,3 
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I=3*J-2 
R3(J)=2.*V0L(J)/SA(J) 
XL(J)=SA(J)/(2.»R3(J)*3.14159) 
R2(J)=S0RT(GUT(J)+B0N(J)+XMU$(J))*R3(J) 
Rl(J)=SQRT(GUT(J))*R3(J) 
RR1=0.707H*R1(J) 
RR2=0.70711*SQRT<R2(J)**2+R1(J)**2) 
RR3=0.70711*SQRT(R3(J)»*2+R2(J)**2) 
R33(J)=RR3 
TC0N1=(RI(J)**2*TC0ND1+(R2(J)**2-R1(J)**2)»TC0ND2)/R2( 
1J)**2 
TC0N2=((R2(J)**2-R1(J)**2)*TC0ND2 + (R3(J)»»2-R2(J 1**2)* 
1TC0ND3)/(R3(J)**2-R1(J)**2) 
COEF(I,1)=TCON1/R1(J)**2*2.*R1(J)/((RR2-RR1)*ROGUT) 
COEF(I,2)=(R1(J)**2*XL(J)*3.14159)*R0GUT/R0BL0D 
VOLUME ( n = (Rl(Ji#*2*XL( J 1*3. 141591 
COEF(I,31=0. 
ROMID=(ROBON*BON(J)+ROMUS*XMUS{J)1/(B0N(J»+XMUS(J)) 
COEF(I+1,11=TC0N1/(R2(JI**2-R1(J)**2)*2.*R1(J)/((RR2-R 
IR1)*R0MID) 
COEF(I+1,2)=TCCN2/(R2(J)»*2-R1(J)**2)»2.*R2(J)/((RR3-R 
1R2)*RQMID1 
COEF(I+1,3)=(R2<J)**2-R1(J)**2)*XL(J)*3.14159*R0MID/R0 
IBLOD 
VOLUME(I+1)=(R2(J)**2-R1(J)**2)*XL(J)*3.14159 
COEF(I+2,1)=TCON2/(R3(J)**2-R2(J)«*2)*2.*R2(J1/I(RR3-R 
1R21*R0SKN) 
COEF(1+2 » 2 1=(R3(J)»*2-R2(J 1»*2)*XL(J)*3.14159*R0SKN/R0 
IBLOD 
VOLUME(i+2)=(R3(J1**2-R2(J)**2J*XL(J)*3.14159 
COEF(I+2»3 )-2.*R3<J)/((R3(J»**2-R2(J)**2)*R0SKN) 
130 BETA(J)=(R3(J)-RR3»/TC0ND3 
DO 140 J=4,9 
I=2*J+2 
R3(J)=0. 
R2(J)=2.*V0L(J)/SA(J) 
XL{J)=SACJ)/(2-«R2CJ1*3.141591 
Rl{J1=S0RTCB0N(Jl+XMUSCJ11*R21J1 
RR1=0.70711*R1{J) 
RR2=0.70711*SQRT(R2(J1**2+R1(J)**2) 
R33(Jl=RR2 
TCCN=(R1{J )**2*TC0ND2+(R2(J)**2-Rl(J)**2)*TC0ND3)/R2( J 
11**2  
ROMID=(ROBON*BON(J1+ROMUS*XMUS(J)1/(BON(Jl+XMUS(J)I 
C0EF(I,ll=TC0N/Rl(J)**2*2.*Rl(J)/((RR2-RRI1*ROMID) 
COEF(It2)=Rl(Jl**2*XLiJ)*3.14159*R0MID/RGBL0D 
VOLUME(I)=R1(J1**2*XL(J)*3.14159 C0EF(I,31=Q. 
COEF( 14-1,1 l  = TCON/(R2(J)**2-Rl( J)**2)*2.*RllJ)/( (RR2-RR 
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11)*R0SKN) CQEF(I+1,2)=(R2(J)**2-R1(J)**2)*XL(J)»3.14159*R0SKN/R0 
IBLOD 
V0LUME(I+1)=(R2(J)**2-R1(J)**2)*XL(J)*3.14159 
C0EF(I+1,3)=2.*R2(J)/((R2(J)**2-R1(J)**2I*R0SKN) 
140 BETA(J)=(R2(J)-RR2)/TC0ND3 
DO 150 J=4,9 
R3(J)=R2(J) 
R2(J)=R1(J) 
150 R1(J>=0. 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE HTCOEF(HT,VOL) 
C THIS CALCULATES HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS AND MODIFIES 
C BETA APPROPRIATELY. 
COMMON BETA(9),C0EF(21,3),BFL0<21),ISKIN(9),CONO(21t21 
1)•MET(21)»DELMET(21),SWL0S(9)tTAMR(9),TAMBDT(9),SA19), 
2RESP,R3(9),RR3(9),0BfL0(21),FACTOR,PP0SIT,V0LUMe(21) 
DIMENSION V0L(9),HT(9) 
DO 36 1=1,9 
HT( I)=HTX(VOL( n »SA( I)) 
BETA(I)=1./(1.+BETA(II*HT(I)) J=3»I 
IF(I-3) 36,36,35 
35 J=2*I+3 
36 C0EF(J,3)=-C0EF(J,3)*BETA(I)*HT(I) 
RETURN 
END 
FUNCTION HTX(V,SA) 
C THIS CONTAINS THE EMPIRICAL CORRELATION USED FOR THE 
C HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT CALCULATION. 
HTX=1.4E-04+1.022E-04*(5.*SA/(4.*V))**0.25 
HTX=HTX*25. 
RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE BLMET(XMSCMT,XMSCFL t BONMT,BONFLO,XMUS» BON) 
C THIS DETERMINES THE METABOLISM OF MUSCLE LAYERS AT 
C REST FROM THE RESTING BLOOD FLOW, ALSO THE SKIN MET-
C ABOLISM. 
COMMON BETA(9»,COEF(21,3),BFLO(21)»ISKIN(9),COND(?l,21 
I),MET(21),DELMET(21),SWL0S(9),TAMB(9),TAMBDT(9),SA(9),  
2RESP,R3(9),RR3(9),0BFL0(21),FACTOR,BPOSIT,VOLUME!21) 
REAL MET 
DIMENSION FMUS(9),XMUS(9),B0N<9) 
DO 100 1=1,9 
J=ISKIN(I) 
FMUS(I)=XMUSII)/(XMUS(I)+BON(I)) 
BFL0(J-1)=V0LUME(J-1)*(XMSCFL*FMUS(I)+BONFLO*(l.-FMUS( 
II)) I 
MET(J-1)=V0LUME(J-1)*(XMSCMT*FMUS(I)+B0NMT*(1.-FMUS(I) 
D) 
100 MET(J)=BFL0(J)*.241 
MET(2)=V0LUME(2)*(FMUS(1)*.667*XMSCMT+B0NMT*(1.-FMUS(1 
I I ) )  
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE SPLIN(X,Y,NTERM,XM,AUX) 
C 
C PURPOSE 
C TO OBTAIN COEFFICIENTS FOR USE IN THE METHOD 
C OF SPLINE FIT FOR APPLYING A SMOOTH CURVE 
C THROUGH DATA POINÏS. 
C 
C USAGE 
C CALL SPLIN(X,Y,NTERM,XM,AUX) 
C 
C DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETERS 
C X ^ AN INPUT VECTOR WHICH SPECIFIES THE 
C VALUES OF THE INDEPENDENT VARIABLE. 
C Y INPUT VECTOR SPECIFYING THE VALUES OF 
C THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE. 
C NTERM -  THE LENGTH OF VECTORS X AND Y. 
C XM OUTPUT VECTOR OF LENGTH NTERM GIVING 
C VALUES USED IN INTERPOLATION. 
C AUX -  AN ÂUXILLARY STORAGE ARRAY WITH NTERM 
C COLUMNS AND 6 ROWS. 
C 
C REMARKS 
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c THE USER'S PROGRAM MAY RETRIEVE INTERPOLATED 
C VALUES OF THE FUNCTION AND ITS FIRST DERIVATIVES 
C BY MEANS OF THE FOLLOWING RELATIONS: 
C XL1=X(I)-X(I-1) 
C Y = (XM(I-l)*(X(I)-X)**3+XM(iy*(X-X(I-l)**3)/ 
C (6.*XL1)+(X-X(I-l))*CY(I)/XLl-XM{I)*XLl/6.) 
C +(X(I)-X)*(Y(I-l)/XLl-XM(I-l)*XLl/6.) 
C Y* = -XM(I-1)*(X(I)-X)**2/(2.*XL1)+XM(I)*(X-
C X(I-l))**2/(2.*XLl)+(Y(I)-Y(I-lj)/XLl-
C (XM(I)-XM(I-1Î)*XLl/6. 
C 
C METHOD 
C THE METHOD OF THOMAS IS USED TO SOLVE THE TRI-
C DIAGONAL MATRIX RESULTING FROM COEFFICIENT REL-
C ATIONS GIVEN IN THE REFERENCE: WALSH, AHLBERG, 
C G NILSON, BEST APPROXIMATION PROPERTIES OP THE 
C SPLINE FIT, J.  MATH. MECH., VOL 11, NO. 2 
C (1962r. PP. 225-234. 
DIMENSION XMCl) ,AUX(6,1I ,X( 1),  Yd) 
N=NTERM-1 
XLAM=-.5 
AUX(1,H = 1.  
AUX(2,1)=-XLAM 
AUX(4,1)=0. 
AUX(1,NTERM»=1. 
AUX(3,NTERM)=-XLAM 
AUX(4,NTERM)=0. 
DO 19 1=2,N 
AUX(1,I)=(X(I+1)-X(I-l))/3.  
AUX(2,I)=(X(I+1)-X(I))/6.  
AUX(3,I)=(X(I)-X(I-l))/6.  
19 AUX(4,I)=(Y(I+l)-Y(I))/(X(I+l)-X(I))-(Y(I)-Y(I-l))/  
1(X(I)-X(I-l)) 
AUX(5,1)=AUX(1,1) 
AUX(6,1)=AUX(4,1)/AUX(5,1) 
DO 20 I=2,NTERM 
AUX(5,I)=AUX(1,I)-AUX(3,I)*AUX(2,I-1)/AUX(5,I-1) 
20 AUX(6,I)=(AUX{4,I)-AUX(3,1>*AUX(6,1-1))/AUX(5,I) 
XM(NTERM)=AUXC6,NTERM) 
DO 21 J=1,N 
I=NTERM-J 
21 XM(I)=AUX(6,I)-AUX(2,I)/AUX(5,I)*XM( I + l)  
RETURN 
END 
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Discussion of Routines 
MAIN - This gets things started. Data to be used in the 
course of transient calculations may be read in, e.g., ambient 
temperature. The named common DATA? may be used to transfer 
this data to other subroutines. STRTUP is called to apply a 
title to the output and to accumulate constants used sub­
sequently. Initial conditions are obtained, either by being 
read in or by calculation in SSCALC. Preparation is made for 
integration, and the integration subroutine is called. For 
Case 1 problems, HPCG is used, for Case 2 problems, TRAP is 
used. PRMT(6) is not required by the subroutine, and is used 
in Case 2 problems to restart the integration when the dis­
agreement between model and subject temperatures becomes too 
large to be handled by OUTP (This concept is amplified in the 
OUTP, Case 2, explanation). Finally, IHLF, a measure of step-
size subdivision when using HPCG, is printed. 
STRTUP - This accumulates unchanging physical parameters 
describing the model. SLITE is used later by FILCOV. The 
title for the output is read and applied, ISKIN (purely a 
programming simplification) is filled, the parameters are 
either read in or calculated, unchanging coefficients of con­
ductive heat transfer in equations (21-41) are calculated in 
FILCOD, basil values of blood flow are saved for modification 
in EVAL, and a summary of physical parameters is written out. 
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SSCALC - This calculates the steady state solution. The 
ambient temperature must be specified, along with either Case 
1 or Case 2. In Case 2 the target temperature must be speci­
fied, along with the compartment whose temperature corresponds 
to the target temperature. An estimate is made of initial 
temperatures, and flow factors, then XMTX is constructed to 
correspond to the equations (21-41) with derivatives set equal 
to zero. The matrix is inverted by standard IBM-supplied sub­
routine MINV, and a temperature distribution is obtained. In 
Case 1, the temperature is compared with the previous calcula­
tion, and if the two temperatures for any layer differs by more 
than 0.0001, the solution is iterated. In Case 2, if the 
desired and calculated temperatures differ by more than 0.0001, 
a new FACTOR is calculated and the solution is iterated. In 
either case, when agreement is sufficiently close, the steady 
state solution is determined and printed out. 
If it is desired to calculate only steady state solutions, 
without a transient solution, this program may be used as MAIN 
by 1) removing the SUBROUTINE SSCALC card, 2) changing the 
RETURN statement to STOP, 3) removing the C from the CALL 
STRTUP card, 4) adding the statement BPOSIT = 0.1. This then 
becomes the MAIN program for steady state calculations. 
TRAP - This subroutine is intended to parallel the usage 
and form of the standard supplied program HPCG. It performs a 
numerical integration on an arbitrary number of equations using 
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the so-called "modified Euler's method" or "Heun's first 
method" (29), a single-step method valuable for solving Case 2 
problems because of the frequency with which the procedure must 
be re-started. The initial estimate of the value of the 
dependent variable at each new step is obtained by multiplying 
the size of the increment in independent variable by the value 
of the slope at the initial endpoint of the segment (a straight­
forward use of the trapezoidal rule). This value is refined in 
successive iterations using the product of the increment and 
the average of the slopes at each end of the increment until 
the new estimate of the dependent variable does not vary 
appreciably (determined by PRMT(4)). The value of the deriva­
tives is calculated by FCT, and output points are printed in 
OUTP. 
FCT - This subroutine calculates the values of the 
derivatives at each point. It contains the equations (21-41). 
First, ambient temperature is obtained from AMB, Then, EVAL 
calculates the value of blood flow to the surface layers. Then 
FILCOV calculates the coefficients used in the convective 
portion of equations (21-41). 
SLITET is used to determine the initial non-zero portions 
of the convective matrix the first time the subroutine is 
called and these positions are stored in IVEC (this is done 
merely to promote speed of execution by eliminating multiplica­
tion by zeros). The conductive portions are added, then the 
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convective portions. Then the constant parts of the equations 
are added. 
ANB - This subroutine calculates the ambient temperature 
and the rate of change of ambient temperature as a function of 
time. It is the subroutine which undergoes the most frequent 
changes, being rewritten for each different exposure pattern. 
The example given here uses the method of spline fit by calling 
SPLIN to obtain smoothed values for the temperature and rate of 
change of temperature. 
EVAL - This subroutine contains control information. It 
evaluates changes in postulated dependent variables. For 
example, this is the place where varying metabolic and sweating 
effects would be changed. In the present form, only surface 
blood flow changes are made. For Case 2 problems, FACTOR is 
calculated in OUTP, resulting in a very simple form. 
FILCOD - this subroutine fills the matrix COND with 
values for the conductive portion of heat transfer. 
FILCOV - This subroutine fills the matrix CONV with values 
for the convective portion of heat transfer. It also contains 
terms for generation through metabolic processes, sweat losses, 
and interaction with the surroundings. 
OUTP - This is the output subroutine. Two examples are 
given, and will be discussed separately. 
Case 1. The only job of the subroutine is to output the 
specified variables at the end of each step. Since TBLDAV is 
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not described by a differential equation in the model, it is 
calculated from the other temperatures. 
Case 2. The subroutine determines whether the specified 
temperature at the prospective output point is sufficiently 
close to the desired value. In either case, FACTOR is adjusted 
so as to decrease the disagreement between predicted and 
specified values. If agreement is not sufficiently close, the 
integration subroutine is re-started at the last good point 
and FACTOR is changed until the point is a good one. Limits 
are placed on FACTOR; if FACTOR gets too large or too small, 
warning is written out but the subroutine continues to function 
so as to come as close as possible to the specified value of 
temperature while staying within the limits set of FACTOR. 
Several variables take care of bookkeeping operations. MOLD = 
1 indicates the point is not sufficiently in agreement with 
the specified value, MOLD = 2 indicates a good output point. 
MFAIL = 0 indicates that the subroutine is functioning normally, 
MFAIL = 1 indicates that the point is the first point following 
a failure, and hence, since the integration routine is started 
over at the preceeding good point in case of a failure, that 
the point has already been output previously and need not be 
output again. MFORCE = 0 indicates that FACTOR is within 
bounds, while MFORCE = 1 indicates that FACTOR is outside the 
bounds set, but allows continued function without restarting 
integration because the disagreement is too large between 
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predicted and desired temperatures. 
CLCOEF - this subroutine calculates the values of 
coefficients which are non-varying, and which are later used 
by other parts of the program. It uses data on tissue type and 
distribution, along with physical properties, to calculate the 
radius and length of the various cylinders representing the 
body. It uses physical properties to combine with the geometric 
descriptions to calculate the numerical values of groups of 
constants used in Equations 21-41. It calculates an inter­
mediate step in determining BETA, which is immediately completed 
by HTCOEF. 
HTCOEF - This subroutine calculates values of heat transfer 
coefficients using the function subroutine HTX and uses it to 
complete the calculation of BETA, and the correction of the 
term involving heat transfer to the environment from the skin 
surface. Because of the interdependence of subroutines CLCOEF 
and HTCOEF, CLCOEF must be the first one called. 
HTX - This function subroutine calculates heat transfer 
coefficients from a correlation given in McAdams (30). 
BLMET - This subroutine uses the basal blood flow to 
calculate the metabolism of the muscle and skin layers. 
SPLIN - This is a subroutine of general application 
utilizing the method of the Spline fit (51) to form numbers 
used to produce high quality interpolated values of a function 
and its first derivatives from numerical data. The existence 
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of the second derivatives at each point is assumed, the values 
of second derivative within an interval is assumed a linear 
combination of the values at the end points of the interval. 
Integrating twice, requiring continuity of first derivatives 
at the points and that the function assume its given values at 
the points gives a tridiagonal matrix which may be solved for 
the value of the second derivative at the points. This sub­
routine uses the method of Thomas (29) to solve the matrix 
and returns the values of the second derivative to the calling 
program. 
Suggestions for Use 
The programs presented are believed extremely versatile, 
and adaptable to a wide variety of simulation problems. This 
introduces a concomitant complexity which may tend to obscure 
their basic simplicity. It is hoped the following suggestions 
will prove valuable in perceiving the ease with which they may 
be applied. 
If the physical parameters describing the body are not 
changed for a series of runs, CLCOEF, BLMET, HTCOEF, and HTX 
need only be called for the first run. The results from these 
subroutine calculations can be punched on cards and read in 
from STRTUP for subsequent calculations, as described in the 
discussion on STRTUP. 
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To perform a steady state calculation, only SSCALC 
(slightly modified), STRTUP, FILCOV, FILCOD, and EVAL are 
required. 
To perform a transient calculation, SSCALC need not be 
called if initial conditions are known. 
SPLIN is required only if numerical data is used to 
describe either ambient temperature or (for Case 2 problems) a 
temperature which is to be matched. 
The difference in the program used for Case 1 and Case 2 
problems is that Case 1 problems use HPCG, OUTP, and EVAL. 
Case 2 problems use TRAP and a different form of OUTP and EVAL. 
Other subroutines are identical for the two cases. 
There are three groups of data required. If there is 
numerical data to be used, this comes at the very first, and is 
read in from MAIN. Then, the first group begins with a title 
to be applied to the output, and consists of a single integer 
number in 15 format which is the number of cards following, 
containing the title. The rest of the first group contains 
density, thermal conductivity, and sizes of the various 
compartments. The second group consists of one of two possible 
sets. If the run is the first in a series when changing 
physical parameters, the group contains the following informa­
tion: Local metabolism in the core layers, average unit muscle 
metabolism and blood flow, average unit bone metabolism and 
flow, core layer blood flow, surface layer blood flow. In this 
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case, STRTUP calls CLCOEF, BLMET, HTCOEF, and HTX. The other 
possibility is that this run is in a series of runs without 
changing physical parameters. In this case, the group con­
tains volume, size, and coefficient information which was 
calculated on the first run in the series. 
The third group is present only if the run is to be made 
with specified initial conditions. It contains the initial 
conditions. 
Glossary 
The following variable names were used in the program. 
A subscripted variable shows the maximum value of the sub­
script. Variable names unique to one subroutine are indicated. 
A In EVAL, a constant in blood flow rate expression 
AMB A subroutine calculating ambient temperature and 
its time derivative 
ANS In SSCALC, Case 2, records the calculated 
temperature of the position which is to be matched 
ANS2 In SSCALC, Case 2, records the calculation of the 
previous iteration for ANS 
AUX(16,134) An auxiliary storage array used in internal 
calculations in subroutines HPCG, SPLIN, TRAP 
B In EVAL, the weighting given to head core 
temperature error when determining skin blood 
flow rate 
B(9) In STRTUP, half of the alphameric array containing 
names of the various segments 
BETA(9) The correction to heat transfer coefficient to 
allow for difference between surface layer 
temperature and superficies temperature 
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BFL0(21) 
BLMET 
BONO) 
BONFLO 
BONMT 
BPOSIT 
BTEM(21) 
BTEM4(134) 
CLCOEF 
C0EF(21,3) 
C0ND(21,21) 
C0NV(21,22) 
DATAF 
Blood flow to each layer in each segment 
A subroutine calculating the metabolism of muscle 
layers at rest and the skin metabolism 
The fractional composition of each segment which 
is bone 
The flow rate of blood to bone in ml. blood/ml. 
bone-sec. 
The metabolism of bone in cal./ml. bone-sec. 
The assumed distance under the superficies at 
which temperature is the same as the blood in the 
surface layer 
The temperature of each layer in each segment 
The vector of measured temperatures corresponding 
to the 4th element in BTEM 
In EVAL, the weighting given to the local skin 
temperature error when determining skin blood 
flow rate 
A subroutine calculating C0EF(21,3) 
Unchanging collections of constants contained in 
Equations 21-41 
Elements of a matrix containing constants 
describing heat flow by conduction between layers 
Elements of a matrix containing expressions 
describing heat flow by convective blood flow, 
metabolism, and loss to environment 
In EVAL, the weighting given to the local rate of 
change of skin temperature in determining blood 
flow rate to the surface layers 
A named COMMON block, which is used to store data 
on experiments for comparison with calculated 
values, or to determine ambient temperature 
DELMET(21) A variable increased metabolism for each layer to 
allow for work effects, shivering, etc 
Ill 
DEN In OUTP, Case 2 ,  a weighting factor when 
improving FACTOR for subsequent iteration steps 
DERT(21) The first derivative of temperature for each 
layer 
DET In SSCALC, the determinant of the matrix 
composed of the coefficients in Equations 21-41 
DSCOMP In AMB, the calculated value of the interpolated 
first derivative of temperature 
DTEMSS In EVAL, the error in the local skin temperature 
DTHEAD In EVAL/ the error in the head core temperature 
DTSKIN In EVAL, the rate of change of local skin 
temperature 
ERR In OUTP, Case 2, the difference between calculated 
temperature and the temperature obtained by 
interpolating data 
EVAL A subroutine which calculates blood flow to the 
surface layers 
F1 In SSCALC, Case 2 ,  records the value of FACTOR 
which was used in an iteration 
F2 In SSCALC, Case 2 ,  records the value of FACTOR 
which was used in the previous iteration 
FACTOR A dimensionless quantity expressing the relative 
magnitude of surface blood flow rate 
FCT A subroutine which calculates the values of the 
first derivative of temperature# DERT(21) 
FILCOD A subroutine which calculates the matrix 
describing heat flow by conduction 
FILCOV A subroutine which calculates the matrix 
describing heat flow by convection 
FLOD in OUTP, calculates blood flow from the deep 
layers to the thorax core 
FLOS In OUTP, calculates blood flow from the surface 
layers 
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FMUS(9) 
FRAC 
FRACl 
FRACT 
GOAL 
GUT(9) 
H 
HPCG 
HT (9) 
HTCOEF 
HTX 
IHLP 
ISKIN(9) 
IVEC(80) 
In BLMET, describes the fraction of the muscle 
layer which is muscle 
In SSCALC, the fraction of the way through the 
surface layer to arrive at the position BPOSIT 
In SSCALC, the fraction of the way through the 
surface layer to arrive at the position BPOSIT, 
applied to a more distal portion of the limb 
than FRAC 
The fraction of the way through the surface layer 
to arrive at the position BPOSIT 
In SSCALC, Case 2, the temperature which is to 
be matched by a layer specified by ANS 
The fractional composition of each segment which 
is composed of core tissue 
The increment in independent variable in the 
integration subroutine TRAP 
The IBM-supplied subroutine for numerical 
integration 
The local heat transfer coefficient for each 
segment 
A subroutine calculating heat transfer 
coefficients and modifying BETA(9) 
A function subroutine defining calculation method 
for the heat transfer coefficient HT(9) 
An error message indicating the number of 
increment divisions required by integration 
routine HPCG to get the accuracy specified 
A vector storing the locations of the surface 
layers 
In FCT, a vector recording non-zero positions in 
CONV{21,22) for use in speeding matrix 
multiplication 
LW0RK(21) In SSCALC, a work vector required by the matrix 
inversion subroutine MINV 
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MCASE In SSCALC, the specification as to Case 1 or 
Case 2 
MET(21) The basal metabolism of each layer in each 
segment 
MFAIL In OUTP, Case 2 ,  set equal to 1 if previous 
attempt at output was not successful due to ERR 
limitation, otherwise 0 
MFORCE In OUTP, Case 2, set equal to 1 if blood flow is 
out of bounds, otherwise 0 
MINV In SSCALC, the IBM-supplied matrix inversion 
subroutine 
MOLD In OUTP, Case 2, declares whether the current 
output point is within error limits (equal to 2) 
or too large (equal to 1) 
MSTART An index retaining the position in the data 
vector which was last used 
MW0RK(21) In SSCALC, a work vector required in inversion 
routine MINV 
NDIM In TRAP, the number of equations in the system to 
be solved 
NEND In FILCOD, an index specifying the difference 
between corresponding positions in the upper and 
lower limb 
NPTS The number of points in the data recorded in 
DATAF 
NTERM In SPLIN, the number of points in the data set 
from which interpolation is to be made 
0BFL0(21) A vector retaining the initial blood flow 
distribution 
OFACT In OUTP, Case 2, the value of FACTOR which was 
used in the previous iteration 
OUTP An output subroutine, of two different forms 
PRMT(6) A vector containing supporting information for the 
integration subroutines 
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R I O )  
R2(9) 
R3(9) 
RESP 
ROBLOD 
ROBON 
ROGUT 
ROMID 
ROMUS 
ROSKN 
RRl 
RR2 
RR3 
RR3(9) 
RSKIN 
S(9) 
SA (9) 
SAVF 
SAVNF 
The radius bounding the core layer of each 
segment 
The radius representing the upper boundary on the 
middle layer of each segment 
The radius representing the outer boundary of 
each segment 
Heat loss due to respiration effects 
Product of density and heat capacity of blood 
Product of density and heat capacity of bone 
Product of density and heat capacity of deep 
tissues 
In CLCOEF, the calculated product of density and 
heat capacity of the middle layer 
Product of density and heat capacity of muscle 
Product of density and heat capacity of skin 
In CLCOEF, the geometric center of the core layer 
In CLCOEF, the geometric center of the middle 
layer 
In CLCOEF, the geometric center of the surface 
layer 
The geometric center of the surface layer of each 
segment, called R33 in CLCOEF 
In EVAL, the rate of change of local skin 
temperature 
In STRTUP, half the alphameric array containing 
names of the various segments 
The surface area of each segment 
In OUTP, Case 2, saves the value of FACTOR at 
each step in the integration 
In OUTP, Case 2 ,  saves the value of FACTOR at the 
previous successful output point 
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SAVT 
SAVTEM(21) 
SCOMP 
SKIN (9) 
SKINT(134) 
SLITE(l) 
SLITET(1,J) 
SPLIN 
SSCALC 
STRTUP 
SUM 
SWL0S(9) 
T 
TAMB(9) 
TAMBDT(9) 
TBLDAV 
TBLDD 
TBLDS 
In OUTP, Case 2 ,  saves the value of time 
corresponding to SAVF 
In SSCALC, Case 1, saves the calculated value of 
temperature at each iteration 
In AMB, the interpolated value of ambient 
temperature 
The fraction of each element which is composed of 
skin 
Data vector of measured skin temperatures 
Sense light 1 is used by PILCOV to fill IVEC(80) 
only once 
See SLITE(l) 
A subroutine which calculates coefficients for 
use in the spline fit method for obtaining 
interpolated values from data 
A subroutine calculating steady state 
temperatures 
A subroutine which accumulates constants necessary 
for all calculations and does other preliminary 
chores 
In FILCOV, holds total blood flow 
The heat loss for each segment by evaporation 
Time, in minutes 
Ambient temperature for each segment 
Rate of change of ambient temperature for each 
segment 
In OUTP, the average temperature of blood 
returning to the thorax core 
In OUTP, the temperature of blood returning by 
deep veins to the thorax core 
In OUTP, the temperature of blood returning to 
the thorax core from the surface layers 
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TCOMP 
TCON 
TCONl 
TC0N2 
TCONDl 
TC0ND2 
TC0ND3 
TEMl 
TEMP(9) 
TEMS4 
TEMSS 
TINT 
TITLE(20) 
TLAST(21) 
TOL 
TRAP 
TTIME(134) 
In OUTP, Case 2 ,  the interpolated temperature 
obtained from data 
In CLCOEF, the average thermal conductivity for 
the middle and surface layer in the limbs 
In CLCOEF, the average thermal conductivity for 
the core and middle layers 
In CLCOEF, the average thermal conductivity for 
the middle and surface layers in central 
segments 
The thermal conductivity of core tissues 
The thermal conductivity of muscle tissues 
The thermal conductivity of skin tissues 
In OUTP, the temperature in the surface layer at 
position BPOSIT 
In FCT, temporarily stores values of surface 
layer temperature 
In OUTP, the temperature of the skin in segment 
number 4, which is element number 11 of STEM 
In EVAL, the temperature of the superficies 
In OUTP, Case 2, the temperature in the model 
which corresponds to the data temperature being 
matched 
An alphameric vector in STRTUP which allows a 
title to head the output 
In OUTP, Case 2, records the temperature vector 
at the last successful output point 
In OUTP, Case 2, the tolerance within which the 
model must predict the data temperature to be 
acceptable 
An integration subroutine 
The vector of times corresponding to the data 
points 
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VOL (9) 
VOLUME(21) 
W 
X 
XEND 
XL(9) 
XLAM 
XM(134) 
XMSCFL 
XMSCMT 
XMTX(21,21) 
XMUS(9) 
The volume of each of the segments 
The volume of each of the layers within the 
segments 
In SSCALC, a vector equivalence# to XMTX to allow 
use of subroutine MINV 
Time, seconds 
In TRAP, the end of the integration interval 
The length of each of the segments 
In SPLIN, a value specifying the shape of the 
curve through the data at the end points 
A collection of coefficients, one of which is 
associated with each data point, which is 
calculated by SPLIN and is used to obtain 
interpolated values 
The flow rate of blood to muscles, in ml. blood/ 
ml. muscle-sec. 
The metabolism of muscles, in cal./ml. muscle-sec. 
In SSCALC, the matrix representing the constants 
in Equations 21-41 
The fraction of each segment composed of muscles 
